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ABSTRACT 
This project documentation describes in detail the information regarding the pr [ect 
Soccer365 on MMS. The first part of this thesis, WX S 3 J 81 is primarily divid ·d int 
four chapters, that is, Introduction, Literature Review, Method logy and ystcrn "Sign 
The second part, WXES 3182, consists f three chapters; ystcm lrnpl mcnt ti n, 
System Testing and System valuation. 
Chapter I, Introduction, will give the reader an overview f what this the i i all ab ut. 
Also, the objectives for developing this project the targeted user gr up project 
limitations, the scope covered by this project and an estimated hedule t fini h the 
project are clearly stated. 
In hapter 2 iterature Review, a th r ugh review on imilar xi tin sy t m is carried 
out in order to obtain a better under tanding with regard to the pr p d pr [cct, It 
provide developer with ome knowledge and insights int the strength· and limitations 
of several development to .I th t is ail le in th market, The flwarc and criptin ' 
languages best used to dcvelo th pr ~ ct i al ore 'car hcd. 
In Chapter 3, Meth d l gy 
completing every activity in th 
used for the project. 
·11 di cu· •d the ri ht type f moth d l gy u ·d fir 
y tern ev 'l pm ent Lif th· le L lo I · 
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In Chapter 4, System Design, the development of the proposed project will be discussed 
and ascertained. This includes system functionality design and module functionality 
design. It shows the modules involved in the system and the data flow when inf; rmati n 
is passed. 
In Chapter 5, System Implementation, the system i implemented int a w rka l 
based on the system requirements and design specifications. 
In Chapter 6, System Testing is broken down into three distinctive pha es· unit testing 
integration testing and system testing. Some of the methods such a function te ting, 
performance testing, acceptance testing and installation te ting were u ed t facilitate this 
operation. 
Finally, in Chapter 7, ystem valuation the difficultic and pr I ms enc untcrcd 
during the development pr cc s fr m the b sginning until the end the pr jcct the 
solutions to the problems the strength · and the limitati n of the y tern b ing 
developed and the future enhancement fth ystem ar th r ughly di cu ed. 
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CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION 
1.0 INTRODU TION 
Multimedia Mes aging ervice MM ) - ornctime c II· Multim idia Mc aging 
ystem - is a communicati n te hnol gy dev loped by 3 PP (Third enerati n 
Partner hip Pr [ect) that all w u crs t c hangc multim ·dia mmuni ari ns b twc n 
capable mobile ph ne and other devices. An e ten ion t th 
( M ) pr t col MM d fine a way t end and receive 
wircl • me sage that include image audi and vide lip in ddition t t t. Wh ·n 
ng • rvi ·c 
f streumin 
vide . comm n curr ·nt pplicution of MM, m ·ssn in' i ti 't111c m ·ss 1 m th us· 
of camera phon ·s t ta · ph tos for imm ·di 1t l Ii er to 1 rm bile r · ·i1 ·ot , lit ·1 
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possibilities include animations and graphic presentations of stock quotes sport news 
and weather reports. 
The market potential for MMS was immediately evident when the fir t mm r ial 
multimedia application debuted, in 200 I. In the first 18 month after it launch in J p n 
and South Korea, the Sha-Mail photo messaging service from I-Phone attracted an 
estimated 4 million subscribers, or nearly 33 percent of J-Phone' t tal wirele 
subscriber base. That kind of consumer demand is especially impre ivc in light f the 
relatively low photo quality in Sha-Mail's early stages and the fact that the proprietary 
service was only for J-Phone subscribers. 
Clearly there is a significant market opportunity f r multimedia me aging and telecom 
equipment maker and wireles providers ar n w battling for p ition in an MM 
market that analysts have estimated may gen rate nearly $70 billi n annually in content 
and service revenue by 2007. 
Telecom equipment makers and wireless providers are now battling for position 
in an MMS market that analysts estimate may generate nearly $70 billion 
annually in content and service revenue by 2007. 
Welcome to the era f the multim dia me agin 1 irvl e MM . MM ·11 bl us ·r: t 
combine phot animation vid o and audi t create powerful and 
Ac mpl ·te d partur fr m pr vlou m ·' a ing format MM i · l n •d in th Int irnct' 
JP t chnolo y which m un: th 1t it · m. upport p pulnr ontcnt Iounut: , u ·h u. MP~ for 
mu ic and JPE ind ,1 · f r phot .. 
2 
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New cell phones, PDAs, and other handheld devices that can send and receive col rful 
kinetic multimedia messages are rapidly becoming the standard in the wirelc w rid 
and simple text messaging (which has never allowed more than 160 chara tcrs I t nlon 
a thousand words) is already looking like a quaint r lie of the pa t. 
Although designed to take full advantage f the emerging third-gen ration or 30 
standards for wireless networks, MM als works n 2.5 tandard and i air ady 
helping drive up usage and capacity on 2.5 networks. Add the fa t r pr cessing sp eds 
and increased bandwidth of 3G networks and MM pr mi e to deliver a wide array of 
exciting applications, including:- Photo greeting cards; Audio/ idco me· .aging: Video- 
ba ed entertainment; Interactive games; In-depth ncv s and financial information; 
Per onalizcd advert] ing; Dating .crviccs: itizcn-a ssi tcd "photo 11" emergency 
re ·p nsc; and Elc Ironic voting. 
Therefore the main rea on hind the initiative to dcvcl p an MM applic tion lely 
on occer called occcr36 , i t provide er fan and enthu ia t alike with a 
useful service that enable them t down! ad image and wallpaper with regard t 
occer, a p pular p rt witne ed by mi Iii n f pc pie ar und the zl e. 'hi particular 
applicati n will enable u er t view and d wnl d thcs intera tiv ont nts with 
extreme ease by the t uch fa MM -enabled m bile ph n . 
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1.1 OBJECTIVES 
• To develop an application depicting soccor-rclatcd content for o ccr fan ind 
enthusiasts. 
• To develop an application that is user-friendly. 
• To able to send and receive MMS message(s), almost in tantane usly b tw n 
two engaging parties. 
1.2 SCOPE 
The boundaries which are set upon this particular applicati n c nsist f tw modules; (i) 
the user module and (ii) the administrator m dule. 
For the u er module user are able t view and d wnl ad the int ructiv c ntcnt that i 
available. 
Meanwhile, for the administrator m dule the admini trat r 1 able t add the u ·r delete 
the user and update the content of the databa e. 
1.3 TARGET• DU ER 
The targeted u er for thi particular appli ati n ar • oc • er fans and enthu i t . 1 hi' 
applicati n will allow th ' gr up· of people t c nn ·t and retrie ' data u I ng a they 
are within a wirele network. 
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1.4 PROJECT LIMITATIONS 
Developing this particular application will prove to be time con. urning a. many is u •. 
are needed to be addressed and resolved. his will have to be done at an rly ta 
before any development stages are to be initiated. uch i sues arc enlisted a follow.:- 
• Types of protocol to be supported, such as W AP and PR . 
• Speed of data transmission rate. 
• Types of devices need to be supported such mobile phone or Per onal Digital 
Assistant (PDA). 
• Limitation of WAP-enabled devices such as small di play high latency, limited 
connection stability, limited memory and PU, limited battery power and limited 
input facilitie . 
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1.5 PROJECT SCHEDULE 
A project schedule is planned to manage the time that needs to acompli h thi proj 
and to archive the objectives. 
Task Name Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 
I System Analysis .....-- .. ._ ____....... 
2 System Modeling 
3 System Design I Lf.'h~l'l'!i: i .• 
4 Implementation 
5 System 
Maintenance 
- - 6 ystem Delivery 
-::::;:i. 
~ 
7 Documentation - - 
- 
Table 1.1: Gantt chart e plaining project runtime 
Description of each task: 
t . System Analysi : 
1 he y tern is analyzed and the aslc rcquir merit are c iptured. ho· • 
requirement tak n into ac .ount ar the op ·r uin n ironmcnt, ur ·hit • ·turc und 
re ource a ailabl f r dev •I pm ·nt. 
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2. System Modeling : 
This task includes the capturing of functional and n n-functional r quirern nr of 
the system. From these findings, the specification of th proj t an b 
determined and therefore could be used to initiate the tart of 
development. 
3. System Design : 
The system design phase is concerned with synthesizing or putting all the parts 
together into the workable ystem, The design will include the functions 
(processes) that the system mu t perf rm u sing databa e e ign, data fl w 
diagram (DFD) and object diagram. 
4. Implementation : 
During this stage, the s ftwar de ign i realized a a et f pr gram r program 
units. 
S. System Maintenance : 
ft refer to the general pr ce of hanging th 'Y tern after it h be n d sliv red. 
The changes may be imple han 
change t orrect de ign irror 
to c rrect odin err r , m re extcn i c 
or i nificant nh m nncnts t orr · ·t 
p iflcati n error or accomm dut • n w r iqutr in 1nt . 
7 
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6. System Delivery : 
This is the final phase of the development proce 
delivered to the user. 
he complete y t m i. 
7. Documentation : 
The information that describes the delivered ystem in detail. It c n i t of the 
product technical manuals and online information (including online versions of 
the technical manuals and help facility descriptions) 
8 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.0 INTRODU TJON 
Literature review can be de cribed as a sy tematic review f the publi hed w rk n th 
topic of your study which in thi particular ca c the a plicati n that i being devel ped. 
It is crucial to provide application d veloper with in ight and under Landing f the 
process as a wh le bef re r ally tarting l dev I p an application. It al pr vide 
enlightenment on how ur application h uld be c nveyed. 
A a developer of th • oc er MM appli aiion the purp • of d ing literature 
r view is also to ufficiently equip d velop "rs with ome kn wl d of th tr ·n th uud 
limitation of c era! de •l pm nt tool' u uiluble in th m rk t. Thi is to ·n 1bl • th 
develop . rs to ·h osc th · ri ht t ol. t d v •lor th st an or 1ppli · ulon, 
Un
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Most importantly, a literature review provides reviews on existing systems and these 
systems are further analyzed and act as reference points for the project. me imp rtnnt 
features that need to be further improved are documented. 
2.1 WHAT IS GPRS? 
MMS uses General Packet Radio Service ( PR ) as the primary bearer f the ervic . 
In other words, GPR is the mode f delivery for MM . 
General Packet Radio Services ( PR ) i a packet-ha cd wireles c mmunication 
service that pr mi e data rate from 56 up to I 14 Kbp nd c ntinu u c nnecti n to 
the Internet for mobile phone and computer user . The high r data rate will all w user 
to take part in vide conference and interact with multimedia Web it and irnilar 
application u ing m bile handhcld dovi cs a w ·ll notcb k rnputcr . PR i 
ba ed n lobal ystem f r M bile ( M) c mmunicati n and will c rnplcment 
exi ting service uch circuit- witch d cellular ph ne c nne ti n and the h rt 
Message ervice (SM ). 
In theory JPR. packet-based scr ice should ·ost us ·rs I .ss than cir uit-sv itchc I 
ervices ince c mmunication charm •I: ar · being used on u shared-us '.a'>-( II .k itx-arc- 
needed ba sis rather than dedic ted nl to on • u er ut a time. It should als< be •osier I< 
mak • applicati ns a ailablc tr mo ilc users because the fast ·r dutn 1"11 • m ·uns thut 
middl war urr ·ntl n .edc I to adupt nppli ·1 tinns to the sl J\\ ·r ·I ··I of' wir ·I . .,· 
sy ·tcms v ill no Ion 'Cr h · need ·I. s <iPI Sh ·omcs nvuil ihl '. mol ii· us •1:-. ul'u irtu ii 
I ri at· nctv ork (VPN ' ill b • 1111 • In ;1 • • •s · h' I ri all.: 11 'l\\ uk ·11nti111HH1, I' r.uh r 
than thrnu h a <.Ii I-up ·cmn ·tit 11. 
10 
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GPRS will also complement Bluetooth, a standard for replacing wired conn 'Cti n: 
between devices with wircles radio connections. In addition to the Int .rn t Proto .ol 
(IP), GPRS supports X.25, a packet-based pr tocol that is used mainly in Eur p . OPR 
is an evolutionary step toward Enhanced Data SM Environment 
Universal Mobile Telephone ervice (UM ). 
n 
2.2 GENERAL CONCEPT OF MMS 
Sending an MMS message is like sending an SMS message 
Most people are familiar with at least the basic f ending n M mes age. The 
following is a picture of how an M me sage is deliver d. here are several bit 
missing, but the basic concept i : 
• The message originator addre ses the hort mes age to the r ceiv r. 
• The phone contain information ab ut M ( M cntor) and the mes age i 
sent there. 
• SMSC attempts to forward the mes age to tho receiver. 
If for some reason the receiver is unreachable, the M tore the me s gc ~ r a time 
and if possible d livers the me age later. If the me age c nnot be deliv r d within a 
certain time frame, it is intually discarded. 
11 
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Receiver 
sage 
The basic concept of sending an MMS message is exactly the same. 
1. MMS addreltliltd 
to receiver A. 
Ori inator 
B. 
R c Iv r 
Figure 2.2: A more detailed rcndcrini: of sending an MM .. message 
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Here is a detailed version of MMS sending, broken into four main steps. 
A: Originator sends message 
I. The message originator addres es it to the receiver. 
2. The terminal contains information about MMS , initiate a WA P nn ti n 
(CSD/GPRS), and sends the message as the content of a W P P T. 
3. MMSC accepts the message and responds to the originator vcr the ame WA P 
connection. The originator' terminal indicates ' message ent." 
B: MMSC informs receiver 
4. MMSC uses WAP Push to attempt to send an indication me age to the r ceiver. 
C: Receiver fetches message 
5. Assuming the receiver' terminal i 
(CSD/GPRS) and u es W P T to retrieve the MM mes age fr m th MM 
6. The MM mes age is ent to the receiver a c ntent f •1 W P T R 
the same WAP connection. The receiver terminal indicate 
7. The receiver's terminal acknowledge receipt with a W P P 
the same WAP c nnection, 
me age till v ·r 
D: MM C informs originator of delivery 
he originator 'terminal indic le "m s sag delivered.' 
Tnblc 2.1: MM Scndinu 
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2.3 POSSIBLE ELEMENTS IN AN MMS 
Next we depict some other elements that may become involved in MM i sues and 
explain how they fit into the scheme of things. 
2.3.1 E-mail Server/Gateway 
A generic class of servers that nominally host emai I services that operate u ing the 
SMTP, POP and/or IMAP protocols. 
2.3.2 Legacy Support 
In order to support (in a way) MMS message delivery t legacy terminal there mu t be 
some sort of legacy-messaging server. A Terminal ateway (TOW provide this type f 
service by storing MM mes age content in it own I cal toragc. It then ends an M 
message to the receiver, informing the u er fa Web addrc where the content can e 
viewed via a Web browser. he Terminal ateway (T W) also provide u er with a 
"shoebox" to store images in. These images can be accessed over the Internet and u ed 
to create new MM mes ages which can be ent via the T W. 
2.3.3 Subscriber Databa e 
A database of sub crib er profile, can help when d iciding what typ f c nt nt to d liv r. 
For example if A end an MM m the MM can d terrnino i 1 uch a 
databa e that doe not ha ' an MM -cap I terminal und for urd th· ont •nt 
directly to for ump I') th· T 1 W. Th • 1 W then tnk ttln th · r 1 
B as d •. ·rlh ·d ubo ·. 
'14 
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2.3.4 Content Converter 
In another situation, A could have sent B an image in a format that is not . upport d b 
B's terminal. The MMSC determines thi using the subscriber databa: c from bov th n 
routes the message to a content-converting application. After conv r i n th n 
message is sent forward. 
2.3.5 Voice Mail 
The Nokia Multimedia Voice Gateway interfaces between the MM and a Voice-mail 
application. Instead of receiving a text message indicating you have v ice me ages 
waiting, the voice messages can be encapsulated as MM me ·age and sent directly t 
the phone. 
2.3.6 "Foreign" MM C 
Another issue is when A and B d n t bel ng t the ame perat r netw rk. In this ca e 
the MMSC for A's network forwards the MM mes age t the MM in B' network. 
B's MM then takes care of notifying fan incoming me age and thin . go very 
much the ame a de cribed in able : t p in ending an MM m age. If ad livery 
report i to be ent t A it i fir t cnt fr m MM t A MM 
2.3.7 Other 
What about M ' rvi that nil wed you to ·t h lbr nmpl I ) u. in 1 k yw r J. 
- can you d u iimilur thin to f t ·h olc rim 1 ''. ou 111. Th 1 N) iu M ·s. ' inu 
n 11 N I 1 Arlia'' M , in Pl ulonu or NAMP , whi ·h i. 
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Nokia's solution for this type of service, will soon have the capability to interact with an 
MMSC, allowing it to be used for multimedia content fetching as well. In this typ of 
case, the user sends an SMS message to request the imago. That rcquc t i r utcd t th 
Messaging Gateway, which retrieves the image and delivers it via the MM a on 
MMS message. It would also be possible, of cour e, for the r qu t l be nt a an 
MMS message, but this would probably not be as cost-efficient (dep nds on the 
operator's billing strategies). 
2.3.8 The developer 
The mail server, TGW, user database, and content-converter are all example f external 
applications (from the MMSC point of view). Your place a a developer will m st likely 
be at the external application end of thing . me devel per may be al the client end, 
however, using client MM handlers in order t send/receive MM mes age fr rn/to 
their specialized applications. 
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EGW 
(email gateway) _,..... Mail server 
_ i ' Content- 
~-~ ... - 011ver1er 
tern I 
Applicoho 
MOBILE 
NETWO K MM SCA 
r" VfJV.J 
(voi moil) 
I .. 
Nok1 Mc 119\n90at~11y 
(w NAMP) 
Figure 2.3: Possible elements in a Multimedia Mcssueing ystem 
2.4 HARDWARE & SOFTWARE 
nlisted below are some of the hardware and ftware u ed to develop an MM 
application. 
Hardware: 
Any MM -enabled mobile phone. 
Software: 
1. J2M 
2. ymbian 
WM WML .ript 
4. Ml 
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1. J2ME 
The J2ME standard is a means of writing Java applicat ions for small 1 · i ''S su 'h ns 
mobile phones. It is, in essence, a subset of Java 2 Standard Edition ( LSE), th' 
flavor of Java technology used for de ktop and browser application ). Mobil ph n . 
use a specific implementation of J2ME called M bile Information De i Profil 
(MIDP), which provides a set of specific features u .cful f r wir I ommunicati n 
devices. 
Java technology-enabled phones are more widely deployed at pre ent than mbian 
0 phones, providing a larger potential u er ba e. All thing· being equal, them re 
potential u er one has, the greater the potential revenues. 
M t Java technology-enabled phones allov ov ·r-th »uir ( TA) pro i .ioning, 
meaning that a user can simply select an application from a Ii t on his/her phone 
download it, and in tall it. hi· make application deliver ca· . T pi ally, the Ii t f 
available applications i pr vidcd b the nctv rk operat r the ph ne manufacturer, 
or a third-party wircle • p rtal uch as lub Nokia. These intermediaries hav • billin 1 
sy tern in pla , and can bill th' u 'r for application purchas \ shurine thi: re cnue 
with the application pro id ir. In th ·r w rds, a cl iur bu rin 'SS mod ·I for a .hi in 1 
revenues frc m J_ME n1 pli ntions is in place. 
Because J2ME is u sul» ·t or J ... .'F de ·101 crs \ ith prior J l I ',I .ricuc I find it 
r •lul i cl ens lo udur t to J2 11 ~ I · •lopm .nt. J ME 11lcm s uppl i · 1t ion: tluu ch not 
hit th' iir 11t'I\ ork, su ·h <t'\ sol plu •11111 s, h~ run mi 1 hun lset ..,0111 •thi11 • not 
po sihl · v ith earlier m hil · I hon •s, ' hi .h ' t'11: 11..· Iii .tud tu · ·h1111 il11 1 SMS 
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messages and the passive WAP browser environment. For applications that do us 
the air network to communicate with a remote server .J2Mli ha two stron l 
advantages over priormobile phone technologies such as SMS and WAP: 
I. With prior technologies, the handset wa simply a passive di pin r f 
information, meaning that all proces ing had to be performed on the er r idc, 
with results returned to the user . With J2ME, some processing an be pcrf rrncd 
on the hand et Ide, reducing air netw rk traffic and the proces sing hit on the 
application provider's servers. 
2. While J2ME provides high-level I feature like lists and checkb c it al 
allow developers t di play whatever the wish on the 'er icn and a· rign their 
own meaning to hand ct key , permitting devel per· t create better, richer, and 
ea icr-t -u c interface for their appli ati n ·. 
· inally, ymbian S phone· support J2ME; thus, J2Mh upplications can run on 
phone using Nokia D a well a· ymbian , phones such as Seri ·s 60 de ice . 
J2M · is n t however ideal for all applications, and for .cvcral reasons. 
M t Ja a technology-cnabl ed phon '. ha c tight limits on the amount I' mcmor 
available f r MIDlct (th name for Jn a applicati ns written for the J2MF/MIDP 
platform). There is a limit th Oil tot 11 mcmor a ailable for stora e or nil Ml Diets 
011 the ph nc us ell :is H limit Oil th' mu imum size or iudi i lu 11 Mll)IL't ',In some 
cases, th' lull ·r limit .un b · us Im 1'\ 0 k (althou ih >I I· is mor • ·0111111011). 
Ad litionall . th' operutc r's network (I 'll i1111 l)" •.• l limit Oil th' -.i11.• u]' Mil I ·t 
I c 
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downloads. Java technology is an interpreted language. Native Symbian 
applications will, all things being equal, run faster and pcrf rm better than MIDI ts. 
The J2ME specification provide no analog to desktop Java's Native lnterfa JN!), 
meaning that developers cannot rely on the ability to accc oth r fcatur 'S f J 
technology-enabled phones, such a W AP and M , from within a Ml Diet. In om 
cases, developers can do o through a manufacturer's ext n ions t J2M ·-fi r 
example, on some Nokia phone the Nokia M A.Pl all w. MIDI t end and 
receive SM me sages-but Ml Die that take advantage f. u h feature ar not 
guaranteed to run on all J2M phones. 
hough J2M ~ is a well-documented open tandard J2M .: de loper· face a num er 
of er ss-platform i sue , including: 
• M ile phone crcen ize vary, and J2ME ha no fa ility to automatically calc 
obj cts (or drawing area) to the screen izc. Whil J2ME all ws dcv I per to 
query a phone to determin it screen size taking full advantage f a ph nc's 
characteri tic often makes it ncccs .ary to provide light I di ffcr nt ver .ions of. 
Mf Dlct for different hand ct . 
• Mo t manufacturers in luding N kia, provide ti' •ful · tensi fl' t J2MI~ such 
a· the Nokia Ul and M .. /\Pis; its Ilen nd i sable to toke ad anta zc < f the 
feature the pro id', to ensure th bl! ·t u · •r • p erien c on th )S • hands 'ls. Thi: 
mean that for best r .ult · it mn t nc · -. .sur to ·n I · . Ii 1hl1 di IT ·1 ent 
rsion · ol'thc MIDI ·ts r r differ 'Ill tar I l pl ufo lllS. 
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2. Symbian OS 
An operating system for powerful smart phones that run appl lcati ns writt n in tho 
C++ language and compiled to machine code. mart phones arc I wid ly 
deployed than Java-enabled phones, but more fully featured and capable of running 
more sophisticated applications, and will experience f urthcr market penetration over 
time. As with J2ME, there are competing 'smart phone opcr ting y tcm in 
deployment, but phone manufacturers representing more than 7 % f the market 
(including Nokia, Sony-Ericsson, Siemens, and Panasonic) have committed to the 
use of Symbian OS for their mart phone , making it more widely upported than 
other operating systems. Additionally, yrnbian i an pen tandard available f r 
license by any hardware manufacturer, and i specifically designed for u e with 
wirele s communicati n device thus pr viding up rior functi nality. ymbian 
phones generally have everal megabyte f mern ry available t ymbian 
applications, allowing developer to er ate far richer and more ophistlcated 
applications than under J2ME. ymbian application are typically coded in 
with which many developer are familiar making it fairly ea y for experienced 
coder to develop applicati n for ymbian devices. 
Under yrnbian 0 an applicati n can accc all hardwar and Ilwur featur of 
a ph ne including M MM WAP infrared p r , luet th and voi ct lephony 
feature a w 11 a pr -in lull d applicati n: lik · the phone b ik and ul md ir. Thi 
all w f r many bctt r-int mt ·d full-Ientur d uppli .ntion th rn rr t pi ully 
fca ibl with J2M ,. N t • that third-port lpf)li ttkm i do hu som limittt : t >th 
hardwer they .an uc ' ·. . th •re ire om ' llmlt ition m u Cl'Hsl11 ' th SIM · iru. 
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video memory, etc.) Because Symbian OS applications are compiled to nativ 
machine code, they typically run much faster than J2M application . Most ymbi n 
OS phones support SyncML, an open standard that all ws ynchronization of phon 
books, calendars, email, etc., between PDAs, phones, desktop computer , and oth r 
computing devices. Most Symbian 0 phones include an lrDA (infrar d) P rt and 
many support Bluetooth, allowing them to establish local-area wir le s connections 
with other devices, at far lower latencies than are prevalent v r a cellular air 
network. Because of the greater processing power and memory available on 
Symbian OS phones, as well as the better performance of native applications, 
processor-intensive applications that are difficult or imp ible t implement in 
J2ME-such as 30 games-can be created for yrnbian ph ne . 
There is a rnaller in talled base f yrnbian than J2M ~ phone at pre, ent 
meaning a smaller potential market. arger and more c mplicat d application 
feasible under yrnbian -typically have longer development cycle and higher 
budgets. Because Symbian application can addre the hardware- pecific 
features of a handset and because underlying technologie vary am ng hand et it 
is commonly nccc sary t reprogram part fa ymbian 
different device. H wever applicati n written for one 
application to p rt it l a 
-ric' device wi II run n 
all other (a urning adequate availabl mem ry and imilar hardwar • capabilities 
e.g., an application that require a camera will bviously n t w rk on a hond · 'l thut 
doe n t include a am ra . 
' r N ki 1 d evice: 
sum appli ati n t run on l th S •rl •. 
iris • oul Ir d 1 n; ' uni th 
md th · N( ki 1 nnmunl · uor 
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devices, not any hardware incompatibiJity. C++ application development i typi lly 
more challenging than Java development; with Symbian 0 phone , particular a1 
must be taken to deal with garbage collection and memory leak i ue be use 
Symbian OS applications are expected to run for months or years without era hing. 
Garbage collection is much less of an issue in Java technology. Symbian OS 
applications tend to be much larger than J2M MIDlets, and are ther fore slow and 
costly to download over the air. Instead, it's typical to download them over the 
Internet to a desktop machine, then hot-synch them to the phone. Once the 
application is on the desktop machine, it can then be e-mailed to other people or 
"beamed" from the phone using Bluetooth or lrDA, creating a copy protection is ue 
that is less of a problem with J2M application d wnloaded v r the air." There 
are, of course, solutions, but this is a busines i ue that need to be addre sed. 
Symbian OS applications are preferable in a number of ca es: 
• When an application needs to interact with other phone feature like voice 
telephony or to synchronize with application on ther platform . F r example 
it's far easier to build a er s -platform busine s information management ·y tern, 
synchronizing with phone b k and corporate inf rmation under ym inn 
than under J2M . 
• When an application i' pr c r- or m mory-hun ry and n • d mor than u few 
K f m imory t run pr p •rl . 
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• When it is possible to specify to users what handset they will use (e.g., for a 
vertical enterprise), and the superior capabilities of Symbian 
a better and more efficient user experience. 
hand ets ensur 
Most game developers will choose J2M over yrnbian 
potential audience matters greatly for games. 
bccau of th 
3. Wireless Markup Language (WML) 
The Wireless Markup Language is a tag-based language like HTML, designed for 
hardware-constrained, narrow-band wireles device with limited input/output 
capabilities. WML document use a card-and-deck metaphor whereby a card is a 
single unit of user interaction and a deck is a et of related card . ike an H ML 
page, a card typically contain orne viewable content and pcrhap me u er ch ices 
for selecting an option, entering ome data or navigating to another card. 
Instructions in a card may invoke new tatic or dynamic deck from content erver . 
The WML specification defines the intent of individual language tags, not how a 
particular u er agent sh uld implement tho se tag . ach WAP devi e vend r has a 
great deal f latitude, in deciding how t pre ent WM ta ' t th u r the data 
entry mechanism available the ize f the creen, and 
independent. 
n. WM i u er-interface 
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WML has the following general capabilities: 
• Support for text and images, including pre cntation hints lik • line br aks, 
formatting, and other placement clues. WAP-compliant device ar not re uir d 
to support images. 
• Support for user input, including text entry choice lists, and control that invoke 
tasks. For instance, you can assign a RL to a pecific device butt n u h that 
when the user presses that button, a request is sent to that R s erv r. 
• A variety of navigation mechanisms based on the Internet- tandard RL naming 
scheme, that lets you move between the card in a deck r fr m deck to deck. 
ach WAP device may also incorporate a hi tory mechanism f r ard already 
visited, so that the user can revi it a previou card just by pre sing a Back butt n, 
much like revisiting a previous pa c in a Web brow er. 
• upport for multiple language dialects thr ugh the u c f nic de character et. 
• State and context management feature mo t n tably variable that can be 
passed from deck to deck, variable ubstituti n capabilitie and u er agent 
caching f variables and de k t maximize cache hit· and minimize serv ·r 
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WML Script 
WMLScript is a lightweight but extensible procedural scripting language de i ncd t 
enhance WML, somewhat like Java cript enhance I fTM L docum •nt. . WM 
handles input and output, content rendering, and event processing but it h no 
serious computational capabilities. WMLScript fills that void. WML cript lets you 
define functions that you can call from WML programs. With in these functi n you 
have the full power of "if ... then ... else" statements, a ignment stat ment , function 
calls, loop constructs, weakly typed basic data types such as Boolean and integers, 
and more. WMLScript also includes a full, robust et of assignment logical, 
arithmetic, and comparison operators. 
WML cript is also an extensible language thr ugh the u e f librarie . WML cript 
1.1, the version that corresponds to the WAP I. I specificati n, includes floating- 
point, string, URL, and dialog libraries, a library for ba ic function like type 
conversions and string par ing and a library f function for interacting with the 
WAP microbrowser. 
Although WML cipt can be extended with new librarie , the WAP f rum ha not 
provided an open set of API that third partie can d fine WM cript librarie . 
4. MIL 
ynchronization Multimedia Integration Lan uag • MIL i 1 u imp I ul p w •rful 
markup langua · f r p • ·ifyi11g how and wh ·n ·lip. pl ly. MM me .. u 
u ing Ml n the pr ·s mtntion Inn u 1 1 •• It Sf ··In ·s how th • v 1rl u · purl. of the 
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message should be presented to the user - at what time and in which place in relation 
to the other parts. SMIL support in early MM -capable terminal will be limited. 
The first MMS messages should be thought of as "slide hows.' "'ach slide has at 
most two regions: one for text and the other f ran image. The lay ut and ord ring of 
the slides is specified using a layout language called MlL. The actual t t and th 
actual images are packaged as separate message elements, but within the same 
message body. The SMIL presentation simply defines where and when the various 
message elements will be displayed-see Figure 2.4. 
MIU.TIP RT 
R LAT 0 
Fii:urc 2.4: Bundlin2 me sa2c elements 
Most MM -capable terminal will upport reception of MM me age containing 
multiple slides each containing at rn t one image and one text part. N t all 
terminals will upp rt pe ch r audio and not all terminal will upport ending f 
MMS me sage. 
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2.5 TOOLS AVAILABLE 
Nokia has several tools available to help developers create MM service. whi h w will 
introduce briefly here. Getting Started with Nokia MM. Tools has more informer i n 
about how the tools can be used together, but for the most detailed informati 11 pl n 
refer to the individual user's guide for each tool. 
To test with real MMS terminals you will need access to a live MM . n pos ibility 
is to use the Forum Nokia Developer Hub services (seeforum.nokia.comlsupport). 
2.5.1 Nokia MMSC EAIF Emulator, Nokia Mobile erver ervices (NM ) 
Emulator 
As a erver-side developer you will need l interface with the MM . Thi will 
probably happen over an interface de ignated in the 3 PP p c a MM7. H wever a 
the fir t real specification f the MM7 interface wa completed in the um mer f 2 02, 
any MMSC from before that time will have me ther pr prietary, interface for 
developers. 
The Nokia MM enter pr vide an xtcrnal Appli ati 11 Interface ( Al ·) that 
developer can u e to communicate with the N kia MM . 1 hi int ·rfacc i pr pri Lary. 
Now that 3 PP ha fini hed pe if yin, MM7 Nokia s MM will al hav an MM7 
standard-compliant interface. Th Al interface will c ntinue t b avall ibl • in the 
Nokia MM f r me tim t giv • i ting d v lop rs buckwurd mputlbility. 
no o tho fir 't t > I ff r ·d I N ikla for MM 'le p r: is the l~AIF 1~111ul uor, 
which mimic the int rfa · and th· thlr t .. putty d lop r. Altlr )U h 
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this tool is no longer supported, it is still available; it is small and fairly straightforward 
to use. It is only for testing applications with the Nokia EAIF interface - not th now 
3GPP-specified MM7 interface. 
Nokia's "next generation" emulator is the NM mulator. It includes ernulat r fi r 
Nokia MMSC, Delivery Server, Terminal Management erver, i ML , and Pre ence 
Server. 
The NMSS Emulator allows you to develop applications for several different Nokia 
products, if that is your aim. On the MMSC side it provides more in-depth information 
than the older tool about the messages that are sent and received, and also allows you to 
change the number of the recipient on-the-fly. This to I will include supp rt for the 
MM7 interface as soon as it is available. 
ither tool will help you test the functionality of your application without needing to 
have access to a full MM C. 
2.5.2 Nokia MMS Java Library, Nokia Mobile erver ervices (NM S) API and 
Library 
Another of Nokia's riginal MM to I i the Java library f r handling MM mes age . 
Like the ~AIF ·mulat r it i n I ng r 'UPP rtcd but it l till availubl • ford wnl ad 
and come with me very clear xample . lt is one r c mmended starling plac • for 
MM development. Tho early library d es hav limitation how ivcr ul known t 
ugs), ow d n tr· mrncnd u: in' it a th prim iry lool for .re uln MM s rvlc · . 
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The newer version of this tool is the NMSS API and Library. This is the library that is 
supported, and it has been built in such a way that developer can creat thclr 
applications using the EAlF interface, and then switch to the MM7 interface lat r 
without having to change their code. This hould be the primary t ol used for creating 
MMS services. 
Both tools do essentially the same things - they can be used to con truct an MM 
message out of various bits and pieces, and to encapsulate the resulting mes age. hey 
can then add HTTP headers to the message so that it is ready for sending to the Alf or 
an EAIF Emulator. Received MMS messages can be' decapsulated and di assembled 
into their separate parts. 
Both libraries come with example applications 
documentation 
urce code f r the eta e and 
2.5.3 Nokia Developer's Suite for MMS 
The Nokia Developer's Suite for MMS is a tool that integrate eamlessly with Adobe 
GoLive 6.0. ontent can be created u ing Adobe ivc, and the N kia eveloper' 
Suite (ND ) allows effortle encap ulation of the c ntent int an MM me a e. Y u 
can then send the MM me age t a erver ~A I 
emulator. 
rnulat r or MM terminal 
ND f r MM can al o tand ul ne - y u con build m MM, m ·sn · 
• ·n r •nt •d . ., u. in 
nd then pu h it to u t xmin ii mu lot lr I ) se • th • r '.ult. 
d ol ly n a 
Ii rnri s , 
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2.5.4 Nokia Series 60 SDK for Symbian OS 
If you are creating applications for the client side, you will want to ct the ri es 0 
SOK. It includes a Series 60 Emulator, so, for example, someone developing ont nt f r 
a Nokia 3650 or other terminal that uses the Series 60 Platform will find it v ry u eful 
for seeing how content looks in an actual MM terminal. 
The Nokia Series 60 SOK for ymbian 
available free of charge from Forum Nokia. 
and accompanying d cumentation are 
2.5.5 Series 60 Content Authoring SDK for ymbiun 0 , Nokia Edition 
Jf you don't need the full power of the N kia erie 60 K f r yrnbian , but you d 
still like to see what your MM mes age will I ok like n a erie 
install the Series 60 ontent Authoring K. 
terminal y u an 
2.5.6 Nokia Mobile Internet Toolkit 
Beginning with version 3.1 the Nokia Mobile Internet To lkit ha support f r MM 
mes age testing. lt feature a handy MM Wizard that can e u ed to ca ily piece 
together a mes age from variou c ntents that the user ha· n hand r •a y mad . It will 
even create a presentation part for y u in Ml , which can be tweaked Ilerward t g t 
exactly the re ult de ir d. After thi the MM me age can ither be pushed to one of 
the terminal ernulat that upp rt MM or ivcd f r us • as on en oded, .nuns fil · 
with som oth r tool. 
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Figure 2.5: Using the MM Message Setup Wizard 
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Figure 2.6 shows the result when the MMS wizard is done. When auto-generating the 
presentation part, the wizard places each part of the message in its own <par> c ntaincr 
so in most cases it will need to be edited to group the parts as you wi h. Not that th 
wizard automatically includes necessary header . The u er can decide and edit whi h 
headers are included in the message. Header values can be ch nged or new on added 
for each part of the MMS message. 
~~ ~lot.1.> 7210 Mobile Uandcct ... 1!!111113 
Figure 2.7: Pushing the MM m •ssuge to the Nokiu 7210 emulator 
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2.5.7 Terminal Emulators 
To see how your MMS message will look in terminal with varying capaoiliti s ond 
screen sizes, there are several terminal emulators available: 
• Series 60 Content Authoring SOK for Symbian 0 , Nokia dition 
• Nokia 7210 Content Authoring DK 
• Nokia 351 Oi Content Authoring SOK 
• Nokia 6650 MMS Concept SOK Beta 
• Nokia 5100 SOK Beta 
2.5.8 MMS Terminal Emulator Support for Nokia Mobile erver Services 
(NMSS)SDK 
The MMS Terminal mulator upp rt pt vide terminal emulator conn ctivity f r 
application testing and development. It enable the ending of MM mes age fr m 
server-side applications to a terminal emulator and all w y u t f rward MM 
messages from a terminal emulat r t an application. It n ist f the following 
elements: 
• Series 60 ontent Authoring DK f r ymbian 
emulate erie 60 based terminal 
• Nokia 7210 errninal mutator, which emulates the Nokia 721 terminal 
N kia diti n which 
• Nokia Al onnectivity which allow connectivity t "'Air rvic • . uch n 
Nokia Mobile irver rvic ·s · lntcrfa • · mulator for MM r real 
MM 
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• Nokia Connectivity Framework, which provides the messaging environment 
between Terminal Emulators and Server Emulators. 
t..: 13 :::~: 
e 1lnal 
Err .. ;:or 
t c la : ·: 
• 110:.I : 1ul:it: • 
Figure 2.8: MMS Terminal Emulator upport for Nokia Mobile 
(NM 
ervices 
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2.6 SIMILAR EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES 
Lured by the remarkable success of photo messaging in Japan, virtually ev ry 
in the world is counting on their Multimedia Messaging orvice (MM a w y t 
propel growth of these data services. Among the organizations that offer MM rvi e 
are: 
2.6.1 SingTel ('SingTel Mobile MMS') 
(!1ttp:/lwww.ideas.si11glel.eom) 
SingTel is a leading Singaporean-based company which pecialize in 
communications services. Since it incorporation in 1993, ingTel has strengthened 
itself as one of Asia's leading c mmunication group along with it r gional 
partners with operations and inve trnent in more than 20 countric and territ ries 
around the world. This illu trious c mpany ha two main hub I cated in ingup re 
and Australia. 
The ing cl roup pr ides a ' ide range of communications services in , ingap ir • 
and Au tralia, including: 
• nati nal tel ph ne er ic ·; 
• mobile c nununications · 'r re is, including c Ilular, pnging and sut Ilit • 
s irvic ·s: 
• publi • dntn and prh at· 11 ·t' ork "T es, in l11di11 1 le 1.·t'd Ii ne. ' ii ·It· I dntn, 
hroudbun I. IP and Int .rnct ice ·ss st•1 ices; 
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• International telephone services, including international direct dialing, allina 
cards, facsimile service· and international corporate voice and whole' 11 
voice services. 
Through SingTel's innovative Mobile MM service, mobile phon u 'r. are able t 
access exclusive news and 'live' traffic wcbcarn shots and animated pictur s, play game 
plus lots more -- all in full color. Mobile phon u er arc al abl to int egratc all th 
rich content with traditional text mes ages and even audio clips. 
Apart from that, SingTel's Global MMS service allows mobile phone users to keep in 
touch with loved ones oversea . 
Advantages: 
I. ;\ llow m bile phone u er to access c tu sivc n w and 'live' traffic wcbcarn 
hots, animated pictures and play games. 
2. apable of sending MM me .sugc · ov 'r seas. 
Disadvantages: 
I. Extensive range f contents. oe n t entirely f cu n 
2. oo many ervice option available that may not b ne c ary for 
i ues. 
A fe i · impo · d on the scrvi 
.cr-rcluted 
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~Singll'I ·------· ····- .. -·--~ -·-· --- .. ,....-----·-------· 11:~~ 
. • IOfl\\ ' • I • 1 • IA • • I', • • \ • 1 1 'IJ ' 
Getting S!arttd 
Your IDEAS Gulclt 
Qul<k unu 
r:tit' H•v• • f1n•nc• 
:, ll'IOrtt 
Figure 2.9: A cut section of iruzTel Mobile MMS service 
.. 
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2.6.2 T-Mobile USA ('My T-Mobile') 
(ltttp:!lwww.t-mohile.com/services!pictureme.\·,w1gi11g/overview.asv) 
Based in Bellevue, Washington, the U.S. operations of T-Mobile International A 
Co. K.G. consists of T-Mobile USA, Inc. (formerly Voice tream Wireless) and 
Powertel, Inc. (together "T-Mobile") T-Mobile International AO & . K.G. i the 
mobile communications subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom AG (NY : D ). T-Mobile 
USA is a national provider of wireless voice, messaging and data service . 
Advantages: 
1. Allows you to take a picture or hort video and end it wir le ly from y ur 
phone to any e-mail address. 
2. No need for uploading file to Web ite r ending link to picture rather than 
the pictures them elve . 
Disadvantages: 
I. Does not have specific u er target . F r example, ccer fan and enthusiast . 
2. A fee is imp ed n the ervice. 
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Personal 
Typoy00r quo Jon 
HA It l Mril ... l\1t 
Picture & Video Messaging ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
»1l nrtlOI' MXUMy~ 
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Overview 
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ycullO_... ..... ~ .. t.-ytiilllpJ)On .._I •Jlf'il.A't0tlt01V.M<> 
lf'Cl.,,.ldl..,... tmm~~IOfllrti'>i1bl k.t • Ni)Ol*Jlc» 
~1 to•Wilib ••or..w~W.ttoJ•i1..- ..rtMt•n•1tt .. 
plCtl.fO _, ...... 1.-...,yOU(llillhil.,._,UIO""'""" 
...__ 
WJth4 T MQil)lfiJr..wt.-titOt ttt.ottt • .t1•Mfj'IO t•t•h•JIH,J 
Ot0tlMt"ftt\.wl)'+'tCMl,(Mtt1M>4\IJ"i"h"- di~~ 
• Stnd '''""\'OU-·""' . fh;C ..,4....,., 
• $)10w Offy<il.A'-lr<#IYfl 10•1 .... 
Figure 2.10: A cut section of My T-Mobilc service 
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2.6.3 NTT DoCoMo ('i-mode') 
(f1ttp:llwww.nttdocomo.com/corehi7/inwdeltrvllnwde.h1111/) 
NIT DoCoMo is Japan's premier mobile communications company which pr vid 
wireless voice and data communications to tens of millions of sub cribers. N1T 
DoCoMo is the creator of W-CDMA technology, the new de facto global industry 
standard, as well as the groundbreaking mobile i-mode service. 
i-mode is the platform for mobile phone communications that has revolutionized 
the way more than one-fourth of the people in Japan live and work. The first of it kind, 
this remarkably convenient new form of mobile service has attracted ver 42 million 
subscribers since its introduction in February 1999. 
With i-mode, cellular phone user get easy acces to more than 83,000 Internet 
sites, as well as specialized services uch as e-mail, online hopping and banking, ticket 
reservations, and restaurant advice. User can access ites from anywhere in Japan, and 
at unusually low rates because their charges are based on the volume f data 
transmitted not the amount f time pent conn cted, NTI Do M 's i-m d netw rk 
structure not only provides acce to i-rnode and i-rnode-c mpatiblc cont nt thfl ugh the 
Internet, but also provide acce s through a dedicated lea ed-line circuit for added 
security. 
NTI D oMo had the for' lght to er ·at i-mod • t u Lim· when the Japan • 
murk ·t form bil phon · wu re iching m turity and u Nl w r inn· .d f n w s ·rvlce .. 
i-rn d didn't ju t ·n r 11 • n v r · inu for th company in 1s1turu1 ·d murk tpluc it 
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was a resounding success with customers and has redefined the meaning of mobile 
communications. 
~!lfiiT DoCoMo; I niodc llcmo M1t101oll lnt~r -r;J~JX:l - . 
f't' r rvr 
> l > Llu.tl.lJLx > ·- °""° 
IC "J • 
I 1tKHle 
Wllwt 1 fmodt? 
Why SuttenM? i-mode De 
(vulut,onary tel'Vl<H 
.... l ..... 
In '°" ....... 
1...000F..C. 
C OIJ}Of JhJ All• nc H 
1mode1011Jus1nut 
I-mod• Ol~b•I 
' Touch & Try 
•·. ,., 
I 'f< ()eri(» 
I rtdlOO Demo 
I nciOrf!TlO 
11, l<MA 
tlt1JtflllV O(h II 
Figure .2.11: A cut cction of the i-modc service 
Advantages: 
J . ~ nable ea y acce s Lo m re than 4 300 Japanc e und · ngl ish-language w b ite 
2. ffers p iali cd ·rvi ·e .uch u e-mail, onlinc h pping and banking, ticket 
re ervations and re taurant advice. 
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Disadvantages: 
I. Extensive range of contents. Doesn't entirely focus on . occcr, 
2. Too many services option available that may not be necessary for soc r-r I .t d 
issues. 
3. Requires a need to know navigation skill. Too many steps involved. 
4. A monthly fee is imposed on the service. 
2.7 CONCLUSION 
In order to progress to the next stage, key a pect uch a terminologie , hardware and 
ftware requirement , and exi ting ystem are needed to be addrc d. Thi i a t 
determine the e sential building bl ck fan MM application and to fully under tand 
what each building block brings or supplement the MM development pr ccss. 
Moreover, by examining existing ystem we are able to obtain a brief idea on what our 
system should look like once it has finished. Through thi al , w are able t alleviate 
uncertainties such a how to create ur u er interface or how t rnak it u er-fri ndly and 
o on. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
3.0 INTRODUCTION 
Methodology ls an integral part of ystem d veloprnent in which to determine the 
software process model that we would want our system to be based upon. It nl so 
highlights the e ential tools that we are going to use to build ur prop sed y tern. 
A software proces is a set of activitie and a s elated resul which lead to the 
production of a oflwar pro uct, The 'e may involv the development of oftwar fr m 
scratch although it i incren in ly the ca e that new software i · devel r d by e t endin 1 
and modifying exi ting sy 't nn . In this co 'O, it i th propos rd y. t im, 
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However, a software process model is an abstract representation of a software procc s. 
Each process model represents a process from a particular per pective so only provid 
partial information about the process. 
Although there are many different software processes, there arc fundamental acriviti 
which are common to all software processes. These are: 
1. Software specification 
The functionality of the software and constraints on its operation must be 
defined. 
2. Software design and implementation 
he software to meet the pecification must be produced. 
3. Software valldation 
The software must be validated to ensure that it does what the customer 
wants. 
4. Software evolution 
The oflwar • mu t evolve to meet changing customer need . 
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3.1 METHODOLOGY USED 
After careful consideration, I have selected the 'Waterfall' model as my pref rr 
software process model to develop my system based upon. 
Requirements - 
definition 
L_ '~ ,, 
System and - 
software design 
H , 
Implementation 
and unit testing j • ' 
Integration and 
system testing .. 
Ir 
Operation and 1 
maintenance 
Figure 3.1: Waterfall Model 
3.1.l Requirement analyst and definition 
The sy tern s service c nstraints and goal are esta Ii hcd by c n ultati n with 
system users. They are then defin d in detail and erve a a sy tern pe ificati n. 
3.1.2 System and software de igo 
The syst rn de i n roe· .. partiti 11s th r quirem snts to •ilh r hardwur r :ufiw ir • 
and de ·ribing th· fun lam nt 11 I'll m nb tra ·ti<111s nu I th Irr I uion hip . 
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3.1.3 Implementation and unit testing 
During this stage, the software design is realized as a set of program or pr gram unit . 
Unit testing involves verifying that each unit meets its specification. 
3.1.4 Integration and system testing 
The individual program units or programs are integrated and tested as a complete ystem 
to ensure that the software requirements have been met. After testing the software 
system is delivered to the customer. 
3.1.5 Operation and maintenance 
Normally (although not necessarily) this is the longest life-cycle pha e. The system is 
installed and put into practical use. Maintenance involve correcting error which were 
not discovered in early stages of life cycle, improving the implementation of system 
units and enhancing the system s service as new requirements are discovered. 
3.2 CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 'WATERFALL' MODEL 
In principle, the result of each phase is one or more documcn which approved ( , igncd 
are off'). The following pha e hould not start until the previou ph e fini hed. In 
practice these tag s overlap and feed information to e ch ther. uring de ign 
problems with requirement ar identified during c ding desi n problems or· f und and 
so on. The oftware pr ce s i n t a imple linear mod I but lnvolv is 11 ' qu nc f 
iteration' of the d lopm nt ict ivhlc '. 
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Because of the costs of producing and approving documents, iterations are costly and 
involve significant rework. Therefore, after a small number of iterations, il i normal to 
freeze parts of the development, such as the specification, and to continue with th Int r 
development stages. Problems are left for later resolution, ignored or are pr grammed 
around. This premature freezing of requirements may mean that the y tern won t do 
what the user wants. It may also lead to badly structured systems as design problems are 
circumvented by implementation tricks. 
During the final life-cycle phase (operation and maintenance) the software is put into 
use. Errors and omissions in the original software requirements are discovered. Program 
and design errors emerge and the need f r new functionality i identified. he ystem 
must therefore evolve to remain useful. Making these change ( oftware maintenance) 
may involve repeating ome or all previou pr cc tagc . 
The problem with the waterfall model is its inflexible partitioning f the project int 
these distinct stages. ornmitrnents mu t be made at an early tage in the proce and 
this means that it i difficult to re pond to changing cu tomer r quirernents. Therefore, 
the waterfall model hould only b u ed when the rcquir mcnt are well under to d. 
However, the waterfall model reflects engineering practice. n cquently, oftwar · 
proce ses based on this approach are till u ed for oftware dev I pment parti ularly 
when this i part of a larger y terns engineering project. 
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3.3 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
Software system requirements are often classified as functional or non-fun Ii nnl 
requirements or as domain requirements. 
3.3.l Functional Requirements 
The functional requirements for a system describe the functionality or crvicc that the 
system is expected to provide. 
For the Soccer365 MMS application, the functional requirement are: 
• Info Module - This module allow user to view inf rmati n on various world- 
famous soccer club that exist within the soccer region, such a Manche ter 
United, arcclona, etc. In addition u er arc al able to view inf rmati n n 
their favorite soccer player that they idolize. Finally u er arc able to acce 
the help index when they require a istance on u ing the application. 
• Services Option Module - this module allow u ers to view and downl ad 
animation and pictures depicting occer-rclated content . 
3.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
N n-functional r ·quir'rncnt a the name ugge ts are tho c r equir m nt which or 
not directly c ncerned with the pe ific function delivered by the y t m. 
Th· fi II wing ur · th· n n-fun ·ti nnl r ·quir nn nts thnt ar »nb · I ·d into th· pr >P ·d 
'Y ·t im: 
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• User-friendly 
An important aspect that the system must possess as to avoid any un elicit d 
difficulties to users when they are manipulating with the function of th sy t m. A 
good user interface is required to fulfill this criterion. 
• Reliability 
The system should be maintainable. Whenever a problem occurs, the system should 
be able to detect the problem and debug it with ease. Moreover, the system should be 
stable at all times, meaning it shouldn't in any circumstances hang'. 
• Effectiveness 
Image resolution should be sufficient and optimized in order for the u er to obtain 
quality picture content on their mobile phones. 
• Efficiency 
The proposed system should be capable of running quickly and efficiently rn 
response to every user request. Users should be able to view their request with ut 
much delay. 
so 
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3.4 TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERED 
Listed below are the hardware and software specifications for the dcvelopm nt of this 
particu]ar application. 
Hardware: 
• 500 MHz Intel Pentium and above. 
• 64 MB or more. 
• An MMS-enabled mobile phone 
• 65,000 color or better display card. 
• Windows 2000, Windows 2000M , Window N.T 4.0 or Windows XP 
Software: 
3.4.J Macromedla Dreamweavcr MX 
Dreamweaver includes an HTML editor that perform all the basics of other HTML 
editors, plus allows you to manipulate and contr I HTM c de directly u ing the Quick 
Tag ditor. Al o learn how reamweaver allow the cu t mization of we itcs by 
creating Cascading tyle hee Java cript, DI TM A P and XML. th r t pie 
include the Timelines inspector b haviors and Dreamweavcr' full-fledged F P cli ·nt. 
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In the design category, the macromedia Dreamweaver MX, there are certain now futur 
such as improve workspace layout, predefined sample page layouts and cod 
Style Sheets (CSS) support an enhanced dream weaver template . 
3.4.2 Nokia WAP Toolkit 
The Nokia Mobile Internet Toolkit is an excellent tool that should be kept in e ery 
wireless developer's toolbox. It allows developers to remain a tep ahead f the general 
market by being able to build and test tomorrow's features-such as MMS, WT Al and 
XHTML-today. 
3.4.3 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Micro oft Q erver i a calable high-performance databa e management y tern. 
Designed to meet the requirements f distributed client- erver c mputing, QL erver i 
tightly integrated with the Mier oft Back ffice family f server enable 
organizations to impr ve decision-making and trcamline busines pr ce e . 
Selecting a databa e platform i one of the mo t important decisi n y ur ompany will 
make. Mier oft QL Server is your solution t c mplex bu inc pr blem . 
erver's built-in Internet integrati n giv rgani ati ns the ability to build Active W b 
ite conduct bu ine 'S on the Int unet and build corporate Intranet itcs u ing pen 
high-performance oluti n . Reduced complexity f r u · r , adrnini trators and 
devel pers mean quicker, ca sier-t -u se bu in solutions ut low ·r o t . 
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3.4.4 ASP. Net 
ASP.NET (sometimes referred to as ASP+) is the latest version of Microsoft' Acti 
Server Pages technology (ASP). ASP.N Tis different than its prcdcccs r in two major 
ways: it supports code written in compiled languages such as Visual Ba ic, ++ # 
and Perl, and it features server controls that can separate the code from the content 
allowing WYSIWYG editing of pages. Although ASP.N Tis not backwards compatible 
with ASP, it is able to run side by side with ASP applications. ASP+ files can be 
recognized by their .aspx extension. 
3.4.5 Microsoft US 
llS is an internet file and application server included in the Win N option pack. 11 i 
user-friendly because it is easy to configure and can be used alone a web erver. It al o 
guarantees the same security, networking, and an admini trator and u er functionality 
because in inherits all Windows NT futures. n also can help adrnin ecure website and 
develop and deploy server. It can support a variety of application uch as ommon 
Gateway Interface (GU I), ASP and ocket Secure ayer ( ). 
3.5 CONCLUSION 
In thi chapter the methodology has been di cus ed in detail including ystem 
requirement and t f r the project elected. N xt chapter 4 ystom d sign will b 
discus ed. 
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CHAPTER4 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS & DESIGN 
4.0 INTRODUCTION 
The methodology of creating a computer system that takes into account such factor as 
user needs, performance levels, database design, hardware specifications, and data 
management. 
4.1 PROCE MODELLING 
Proce modeling refers to modeling usine pr cc' or the functional r a pect f the 
system. These include reading data into a pr ces , proce ing or transforming the data 
into inf rmati n writing data t a data stor • and printing r p rl ·. In oth r word 
tr n f rm datn intr us fut inf nnut inn uud output th lnfor011lion in th· form f report. 
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Processes in a system are depicted using Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs). The DFDs ar 
drawn at different levels to represent different levels of detail . At tho hi ho. t I v I th 
internal details are omitted, only input to the system and the entities that upply th d ta 
and the output from system to the entities that need the data shown. Tho lower I I i 
more detail on highest level. 
4.2 DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 
A Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) is a technique used to show graphically the flow of data 
through a busine s system and the processes performed by the system. The DFDs gives 
the overview of the system inputs and outputs, pr ces e and the flow of data through 
each system. 
The advantages using DFDs arc: 
• ft is ea y to use and understand since only four symbols are u ed. 
• It enables the system to be structured into independent units of a desirable 
size and help the analysts to better under nand the rclati n hips etween 
the systems and their ubsystems. 
• It is u ed a a c mmunication tool between the analy 't and the u ors. 
• It help th snalys to identify the r quired data and pr · s · s f the 
propo ed sy 'tern and rnakin iur that th h l b · n d fin xl. 
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• It gives the analysts freedom from committing to the techni al 
implementation of the system too early. 
4.3 SYSTEM MODULE 
The project system consists of three modules, namely Info Module, Services Option 
Module and the Administrator Module. Below is a diagram that shows the overall layout 
of the system module. 
Soccer365 
Info Service Options Administrator 
Add content 
Delete content 
Update content 
Help Index 
Wallpaper 
Video 
Club/Player Info 
Figure 4.J: System Module Diui:ram 
Info Module: Thi module i br ken d wn int tw sub-module . Fir ·tJy, users ar able 
to acce s the help inde wh n they require a i tance n u. in the upplicution. 
also able t vi w information n various world-Ihm us so c •r ·luhs that xi ·t within th 
soccer region uch 1 Munch ist r nit ·d nor· Ion 1, 'l '. In iddition, us r. 11r ul 'O ubl 
lo iew inform uion u th ·Ir fuvorit · o .cer 1 lny rs th l th idollz , 
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Service Options Module: This module has two sub-modules. It allows users to vi w 
and download animation or pictures depicting soccer-related content . 
Administrator Module: This module enables to administrator to add Ih u er d I t Ht 
user and update the contents of the database. 
4.4 SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY 
4.4.1 Context Diagram 
User ccer365 
MM Receive 
Adm in 
Figure 4.2; Context Ojagrnm 
Jn the above figure of the context diagram, the u er will submit hi /her r quo t to the 
Soccer365 MM application. ub equently, the application will then reply the u er 
request by ending the particular information that the u er reque ted. Mor over the 
adrninistrat r is nble to rnana re and update h contents within the occcr 6 MM 
application. 
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4.4.2 DFD 
Select Option 
1.0 
Recuest - Info flt . User - ~I 
Info Reply ..... 
a Receive 
end 
request 
Select Option 2.0 ~ Animatio ~ ~ Services . Wallpaper ... 
Option Receive 
Receive e 
n/ 
files 
requ st 
Fie.ore 4.3: DFO ~ Main Menu 
Jn the particular figure of the main menu above the user i. given tw options to ch o e 
from, that is, (I) the info option or (ii) the ervice option. Whatever it may be, the u er 
will then have to select the particular option that he/ he wishe to accc . ub equcntly 
the display menu of the cho en option will materialize. Fr m the option, u er are able to 
submit request(s) to the database. The databa e in return replie the u er' r que t by 
sending the particular information that the u er reque ted. 
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4.4.3 Child Diagram 
Manage/ 
update 
s d en i Select _ Request . 
User 2.0.1 ~ Animation , 
Animation - .. Reply 
'~ Confirm 
end 
Request 
Select 2.0.2 - Pictures fil - ~ . Pictures - - 
Confirm 
Reply r 
Manage/ 
update 
tile. 
Fiuure 4.4; Child Dias:ram - Service. Option Menu 
es 
1n this particular figure, the user has two choices either to select the animation option or 
the pictures option. 
1f the user chooses to select the animation option, the display menu of this opti n will 
then materialize. He or sh will then have requested a particular animati n. 1 he 
animation module will send the u er' request to its respectiv databa c, animati n files. 
The database in return replies the user's reque t by sending the particular inf rrnation 
that the user requested. 
n the other hand selecting the picture option will prompt th di 'play m nu of this 
option to mat ·riuliz . Th u er may then ch os · my pi ·tu s he want l download. 
will s nd th us r . requ st to th r • pcctlve 
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database, which in this case, the pictures files. The database in return, replies the user', 
request by sending the particular information that the user requested. 
Send 
Rcq est Select _ u 
User ~ 1.0.J .. l lelp file ~ 
Help Index ~ ,_ Reply 
•l Receive 
Send 
Request 
Select 1.0.2 ~ ... Club/Pia ye - . ... Club/Player - Info files Reply 
Receive 
Jnfo 
r 
Fia:ure 4.5: Child Diaeram - Info Menu 
From the info menu the user is able t acce s two opti n , the help index and the 
club/player info. Whichever the user selects the re pcctive ption will forward the 
request to the respective database. For the help index, the help files databa e will be 
accessed whereas for the club/player info the club/player inf files will be acces ed. 
These databases will then reply the u or s requc t by sending the particular information 
that the user requested. 
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4.5 DATABASE DESIGN 
Database design is a process by which a physical data model i nhanccd with tru tur s 
and parameters that are specific to a particular BM . Most of the srructur nd 
parameters are required in order to have a complete databa c. th r stru tur and 
parameters may be needed to enhance database performance or to reduce application 
complexity. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
User_ID Int Creates a unique key for this table 
First name Text First name of u er. 
Last name Text Last name of user 
E-mail char E-mail addre 'of u er 
Mobile phone Text Mobile ph ne numb r f user 
Nickname Text Nickname of user 
Password char U er pa sword to login int the system 
Tobie 4.1: User Profile 
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Field Name Data Type Description 
Admin ID Int Creates a unique key for this table 
First name Text First name of administrator. 
Last name Text Last name of administrator 
E-mail char E-mail address of administrator 
Mobile phone Text Mobile phone number of administrator 
Nickname Text Nickname of administrator 
Password char Administrator password to login into the system 
Table 4.2: Administrator Profile 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Info ID Int Creates a unique key for this table - 
Index Int Info index to select 
Help Memo Display help index. 
Information Memo To display soccer information 
Tghle 4.3; Information field 
Field Name Data Type De cription 
nr gi{~ jpcg 
1' xt 
Animation_lD Int 
Index Int 
Animation 
er performs election based n thi numb 'r 
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Field Name Data Type Description 
Picture ID Int Create a unique key for thi table 
Index lnt User performs selection ba ed on thi numb r 
Picture Jif, gif, jpeg, Picture content 
URL Text Specifies the location of the content 
Table 4.5: Picture field 
Field Name Data Type Description 
User ID Jnt This is a primary key 
Info memo View information services 
Animation Jif, gif, jpeg, Animation content 
Picture Jif, gif,jpeg Pictur content 
Administrator_ ID Int This is a primary key 
Receiver_ID int Receiver destination 
T@ble 4.6: Server storal!e 
4.6 CONCLUSION 
System design i imperative and hould be taken int con. ideration b fore any 
implernentati n is initiated in order tog t the overall sy tern flow. Al o, to clearly define 
the idea n h w a 'Y tern i ' t e dev loped. 
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CHAPTER 5: 
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
5.0. INTRODUCTION 
The system implementation stage revolves around stage in development environment. 
ln this phase, the sy tern requirements and design are being implemented and convert 
into program code. All plans of the module and interface de ign that have b en 
suggested before will be implemented with u ing the suitable programming codes and 
software tools. esign charact ristic uch as low coupling and high h ion, should 
also be program characteri tics that the algorithms function interface and data 
tructure can be trac d ea ily from design code and back again. 
The main objective f r developm .nt pha · i a tuully to 11 'Ur that the yst ·m that w 
bu ill have fulfill •d ull the plan and tur ~t thut h l • b • n m mtlon ·d and u r J <.J in the 
pr ·vi us ph iscs ·for-. I low vcr du 11 • ·rtnin llmltation · on th· pro rumrnlna 
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languages, selected Database Management System, development platform which 
contradicts to the actual system design and therefore certain modifications or no d d in 
order to develop the system in accordance to the limitations of the dcvolopm nt to 1 
chosen to develop the system. 
5.1. DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
5.1.1. Hardware Used 
)> Any WAP enabled Mobile Phone with MMS Services 
)> 500 MHz Intel Pentium and above. 
)> 256 MB or more. 
)> Operating system Windows 2000 above, and Windows XP. 
5.1.2. Software Used 
Internet Information Service (llS) 7.0 - web server 
)> Microsoft Access 2003 - database 
)> Internet xplorer 6.0 - web browser 
Microsoft Frontpage 2003 - l" code and interface editor 
Macrornedia Dreamweaver MX - 2nd code and interface edit r 
Adobe Phot shop 7.0 - image editor 
)> Microsoft Word 2003 - the i documentation 
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5.2. DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
5.2.1. HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) 
HTML tags are used to mark-up HTML elements. HTML tags arc. urr und d by 
the two characters< and>. The surrounding character are called angle brackets. 
HTML tags normally come in pairs like <b> and <lb>. The fir t tag in a pair is 
the start tag; the second tag is the end tag. The text between the start and end tags 
is the element content. HTML tags are not case sensitive; <b> means the same as 
<B>. 
5.2.2. ASP (Active Server Page) 
Active erver Pages (A P) make. it ea y t generate dynamic c ntcnt f r the 
Web and to build powerful Web applications. Whether you are a Web designer 
or a Web developer, this introduction explains how A P can help you. 
For the HTML Author 
ff you are an HTML author you will find that erver- ide cript written in A p 
are an ea y way to begin creating more c mplex real-w rid Web application . If 
you have ever wanted to tore 1 lTML form inform ition in a databa c 
per onalize Web site according to vi itor preference or u c different J !TM 
featur s ba 'Cd on the brow ~r, you will find thut A P f rovid • · a c mpclling 
·olution. F r exsmpl ·, pr .viou ly, t pro ' s u · •r input 011 th W · srv ·r y u 
w uld have hid to I mrn 11 ln1111m • • su h u Purl or ' It) build u conv mtionul 
ommon ut wny Int srf ic • 1 11 uppli ·otion. W th A 1P, how v r, you um 
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collect HTML form information and pass it to a database using simple serv r- 
side scripts embedded directly in your HTML documents. If you ar air ady 
familiar with scripting languages such as Microsoft VBScript or Mier soft 
JScript® (JScript is the Microsoft implementation of the MA 262 langu g 
specification), you will have little trouble learning ASP. If you want to get 
started right away with ASP, see the ASP Tutorial. You can then return to these 
topics for more detailed information on writing server-side scripts. 
For the Experienced Web Scripter 
If you are skilled at a scripting language such as YB cript, J cript, or PERL, you 
already know how to use Active Server Pages. What more, in your ASP pages 
you can use any scripting language for which you have installed a M 
compliant scripting engine. ASP comes with VB cript and JScript scripting 
engines, but you can also in tall scripting engines for P RL, REXX, and Python, 
which are available through third-party vendors. 
For the Web Developer and Programmer 
If you develop back-end Web applications in a programming languag , uch a 
Visual Basic, C++ or Java, you will find A P a Ilexi le way to qui .kly crcat 
Web applications. Besides adding script to create an engaging HTM interface 
for your application, y u cun build your wn M comp n mts. You can 
encep sulato your uppli ·ntion\ bu, In . s I I into r u nhl modul : thnt y HJ can 
iall fr rn a 'cript from unoth •r ornponcnt, or from moth r progrum, 
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The Active Server Pages Model 
A server-side script begins to run when a browser requests an .asp file from your 
Web server. Your Web server then calls ASP, which processes the requ sted fit 
from top to bottom, executes any script commands, and sends a Web page to the 
browser. Because your scripts run on the server rather than on the client your 
Web server does all the work involved in generating the HTML pages sent to 
browsers. Server-side scripts cannot be readily copied because only the result of 
the script is returned to the browser. Users cannot view the script commands that 
created the page they are viewing. 
5.2.3. SQL Statement (Structured Query Language Statement) 
An SQL query is a query you create by using an QL tatement. You can u e 
Structured Query Language (SQL) to query, update, and manage relational 
databases such as Microsoft Access. When you create a query in query Design 
view, Access constructs the equivalent SQL statements behind the scenes for 
you. In fact, most query properties in the property ·heet in query e ign view 
have equivalent clauses and options available in QL view. If you want, you can 
view or edit the SQL statement in QL view. However after you make change 
to a query in L view the query might not be displayed the way it was 
previously in De ign view. 
omo L qu ries cull d 
zrid. For pa: -thr u h dutu-d flnit1 m ind union 1u •d · you mu t ·rcntc the 
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SQL statements directly in SQL view. For sub queries, you enter the SQL in the 
Field row or the Criteria row of the query design grid. 
Where SOL statements are used 
You can use SQL statements in many places in Acces where you can enter the 
name of a table, query, or field. In some cases, Access tills in the QL statement 
for you. For example, when you use a wizard to create a form or report that gets 
data from more than one table, Access automatically creates an SQL statement 
that it uses as the setting for the Record Source property of the form or report. 
When you create a list box or combo box with a wizard Access creates an QL 
statement and uses it as the setting for the Row Source property of the list box or 
combo ox. Without u ing a wizard, y u can generate an Q tatement for the 
Record ource or Row Source properties by clicking the Build button next t 
either of these properties, and then creating a query in query Design view. You 
can also use SQL statement pr grammatically in: 
The QL tatement argument of the Run macr acti n. 
»- Code as a literal string, or a an QL tatement that include" variables 
and contr Is. 
).- he QL property fa uery cf objects t change the underlying SQ 
taternent fa query. 
Y u an typ 1:1t1 
R ·R DY, H 
pres ion in 11 • L hLE T slut m ·nt or in Wlf ERL ' 
P RY or I It\ VIN 1 ·lnus •s. ou ·1111 ul ·o typ • on SQL 
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expression in several arguments and property settings. For example you can u 
an SQL expression as a: 
) Where Condition argument of the Open 'Orm or ApplyPilter acti n. 
) Domain or criteria argument in a domain aggregate function. 
) Setting for the RecordSource or RowSource property in forms and 
reports. 
5.2.4. JavaScript 
JavaScript was designed to add interactivity to HTML pages. JavaScript is a 
scripting language· a scripting language is a lightweight programming language. 
JavaScript is lines of executable computer code. A JavaScript i u ually 
embedded directly in HTML pages. Java cript is an interpreted language (means 
that scripts execute without preliminary compilation). veryone can u e 
JavaScript without purchasing a license. JavaScript is supported by all major 
browsers, like Netscape and Internet Explorer. 
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5.3. DATABASE COMPONENT 
5.3.1. Component Diagram 1 
.::i MMS : Database (Access 2000 file format) 
..l~ I I "11.. [ J 
Cbjects Create teole In Design view 
[ 
1 Create t:ble by using wizard 
T cbles ~ ~ Cream t:.cb~ta"lng data 
31 QJer. · · ::::i ~an.P~J 
Forms ::::i Anlrnat:lm 
Repo... ..J Video 
•J Pages ..J Wallpcpers 
Macros 
SOL.PS 
Favo ... 
FIGURE 5.1: Li t of Tables 
5.3.2. Component Diagram 2 
:J Akaun_Pengguna : Table 
una name assword 
pawen 
aidil 
khaizer 
pawen 
aidil 
khaizer 
* 
taha 
Kakitangan 
Kakitangan 
Pentadbir 
FIGURE 5.2: My Login Module 
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5.3.3. Component Diagram 3 
Animation : Table 
i---<~~d_at_ai_d_, L~~c~o~de=-~'--~~in~fo~~i.-::-:-:-~:-:-~~:---=--u~r~I -; -~-:---:--~---:-~--t 
~ 1 game C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\lmages\ nimations\arg-so 
68 99 cartoon C:\Jnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\im ges\ nim tions'[c -sm 
69 2 chaplin C:\Jnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\images\anim tions\6970.~ 
70 3 ball C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\imagas\animatlons\bounc: 
71 45 spinning C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\images\animations\socce1 
72 56 67 C:\Jnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\images\animations\arg-so 
73 78 bouncing C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\images\animations\socce1 
* (AutoNumber) 
FIGURE 5.3: My Animation Module 
5.3.4. Component Diagram 4 
Video : Table 
url data id code info 
, 1 
66 22 
67 1110 * (AutoNumber) 
nlke football 
rival do 
perak 
C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\video\nike_football.3gp 
C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\video\Rivaldo.3gp 
C:\lnotpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\video\perak.3gp 
FIGURE 5.4: My Video Module 
5.3.5. Component Diagram 5 
dataid code info url 
22 
65 33 
66 23 
67 1 
68 2 
* (AutoNumb r 
united we stand C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\images\wsllpapers\uw .jp1 
victory! C:\ln tpub\wwwroot\mySoccor\im go \w llp par \v1ctorio 
mickey mouse C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\mySoccer\images\w llpapers\mu mt 
dartboard C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\mySocc r\im ges\wallpap r \d rt.JP! 
The Best C:\ln tpub\wwwroot\mySocc r\lm ges\w llpap r \lh b e 
ll'IGURE 5.5: My Wullpup r Module 
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5.4. MODULEIMPLEMENTATION 
5.4.1. Administration Module 
5.4.1.1. Login & Logout 
This login function will perform the uscrname and password checking 
before the admin or staff can log into the system. 
This logout function cancels the session of the admin or staff after they 
have finished their work inside the system. 
5.4.1.2. Profile & Password 
This function allowed the admin or staff to edit their profile and change 
their password too as well. It will be their usernarne by default. 
5.4.1.3. Add, edit & delete item 
Some of the information listed here can be modified by the admin or the 
staff. They can edit the information or data that they or the other u er 
have entered. They can also add some information that they might want 
to. And, they can also delete certain information for example the 
unwanted regi stered u er. 
S.4.1.4. Stutu 
·1 his function all w u er to vi w tutu thut i aor d ln th d uubu ·c. It 
al ·o vi iws dutu d ·t •ii und informntion. 
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5.4.2. User Module 
5.4.2.1. Download Animation 
This function allows users to select and download their preferr d 
animation content 
5.4.2.2. Download Video 
This function allows users to select and download their preferred video 
content 
5.4.2.3. Download Wallpaper 
This function allows users to select and download their preferred 
wallpaper content. 
5.5. CONCLUSION 
During system implementation, sy tern requirements and designs were converted int 
program codes. Be ides it also involves development of the envir nmcnt eulng uch a 
the operating system and the databa e erver. Several oftware tools were used to deploy 
the design into machine-readable language and then, turn them, in order to produce the 
requir d appllcati ns. 
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CHAPTER6 
SYSTEM TESTING 
6.0. INTRODUCTION 
After the program has been c ded, it i time to test the program. Testing i one of the 
vital parts of system development. During thi particular pha e, the sy tern is tested for 
bugs and errors. When su pected bugs or error are detected, the process f fault 
remover is initiated so that the o un olicited events can be removed. After the rem val 
process, the sy tern is then able to function properly without any error o curring. 
Moreover, the bjective of this pha e is also t determine wheth r the y. tern 
requirements have been met. 
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In developing a large system, testing usually involves three stages. There are: 
~ Unit Testing 
~ Integration Testing 
~ System Testing 
6.1. UNIT TESTING 
The primary goal of unit testing is to confirm that the unit has been coded correctly and 
performs the function and logic of what it is supposed to perform. This stage of testing 
verifies the component functions properly with types of input expected from studying 
the component's design. 
The fir t step in unit te ting is to examine the code. he code for each component is 
reviewed and i compared it it documentation for misunder landing, inconsistencie 
and other fault. hi proce i als known as code review. econdly, we can u e the 
Control Object esting technique to d the unit te ting. ommand butt ns are clicked to 
test their functionality and text boxes are tested with different data types and also null 
value to make ure invalid data will n t cause any fault. 
After we perf rm le ting on different data type uch a number , character or date, we 
then b 'in t ting n c rtain functi n becau e some control [ccts will nly accept 
certain data type . Invalid data type can be traced by the ystem without cau 'in 1 any 
error. 
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Next, we perform the test case. Test case is developed to ensure that the input is properly 
converted to the desired output. So, to test a component, input data and condition or 
chosen. Then the component is allowed to manipulate the data and output i ob erv d. 
6.2. INTEGRATION TESTING 
When unit testing has been successfully completed, meaning that everything is working 
accordingly and no such errors are detected, it is time to combine them into a working 
system. This integration is planned and coordinated so when a failure occurs, the failure 
can be found easily. There are a few techniques which can be performed in the 
integration testing. Bottom-up integration, Bid-Bang Integration, andwich Integration 
and Comparison of Integration Strategies. 
The selected approach for this system's integration testing is the Bottom-up Integration 
technique. This is one of the most popular approaches which combines and integrate 
components into a larger system. When this method is used, each component in the 
lower level of the system is tested individually first. Then the next components to be 
tested call the previous tested ones. This approach i followed repeatedly until all 
components are included in the testing. 
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6.3. SYSTEM TESTING 
System testing is required to ensure that the system meets the user requirements that 
have been defined earlier. There are several important steps in system testing: 
~ Function Testing 
);;- Performance Testing 
);;- Acceptance Testing 
> Installation Testing 
Unit 
Test 
Unit 
test 
System Functional Requirement 
User environment 
Functioning ystem 
Function 
test 
Performance 
Test 
Integration 
Test 
Acceptance 
Te t 
Integrated modules 
Other oftware 
requirement Design Specification 
Fl URE 6. I: Sy tom Tc tin • Di gram 
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6.3.1. Function Testing 
A function testing checks whether the integrated system performs its functi n 
accordingly to the specific requirements. Therefore, use case can be used as a. tool for 
the function testing. 
);;> Use Case in Administration Module 
Use Case Activities Tested Expected Result Result 
Enter nothing and Cannot be submitted. 
click button JavaScript prompted error As Expected 
message. 
Enter non-alphabet Cannot be submitted. 
and non-numeric JavaScript prompted error As xpected 
character. message. 
Enter a correct No error message is 
Login usernamc and prompted and login proce s As xpected 
password and click succes ful 
login button 
Enter an incorrect Error message is prompted 
username and and login process not As xpectcd 
password and click successful 
login button 
Enter a correct Error message is prompted 
username but incorrect and login process not 
password and click successful As xpectcd 
login button 
Do the correct login Usernarne will appear on 
Au then tica tion the page after login As xpected 
successful 
Click logout No error message and A Expected 
logout is succes ful 
Logout Click previ u 
page or Page lo tin will come out to 
ecure page after prevent un-uuthorizc u er A' · p cted 
logout 
TADLE 6.2: U n, ln Admhti trntlon Mmhah.i 
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6.3.2. Performance Testing 
After we are convinced that the function is working as specified, the performance t • t 
compares the integrated components with the non-functional requirement . he e n n- 
functional requirements consist of user-friendliness, correctne s, functionality, 
reliability, flexibility and efficiency. 
6.3.3. Acceptance Testing 
Acceptance testing is done to make sure that the system meets customer understanding 
of the requirements, which may be different from the developer. This testing will be 
done only when the system has been delivered to the customer. 
6.3.4. Installation Testing 
Installation testing is the stage for the system testing. The installation testing i required 
for the whole system which is to be delivered to the customer and the ystern to be 
installed at the customer site. The installation testing performs the required testing on the 
integration of the software which had been developed with the hardware at the cu tomer 
site. The testing is required because we need to make sure that the ystern is well 
integrated together with the hardware and performs properly n the customer site. 
6.4. CONCLUSION 
Sy tern testing has been carried out SU ce 'fully. Testing is Integral f r en ming that the 
ystem function prop xly and meet user ' rcquir m ·111 ind • pectutlou». 
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CHAPTER 7: 
SYSTEM EVALUATION 
7.0. INTRODUCTION 
System evaluation will document the outcome that has been finalized (Soccer365 MM 
Application). This chapter will cover the difficultie and problems encountered during 
the development process from the beginning until the end of the project, the solutions t 
the problems, the strength and the limitations f the system being developed and the 
future enhancement f the 'Y tern. Finally, the conclusion will conclude th project a a 
whole. 
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The documentation for the system evaluation of Soccer365 MMS application will tackle 
the issues as listed below: 
~ The problems encountered and the solution 
~ The strengths and limitations of the system 
);;> Future enhancement for the system 
);;> The conclusion of the whole project 
7.1. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND THE SOLUTION APPLIED TO IT 
When you are directly involved with the development phase of any particular project, 
you are bound to encounter some form of difficulty or challenge that may hinder your 
progress towards your objective. Hence, it is in that similar situation that I managed to 
place myself in when l first started developing my propo ed ystem. I had to overcome 
many obstacles, such as to determine what kind of scripting language that I would 
eventually use for my particular system. To make matters simple, l have listed some of 
the main problems that have surfaced and the ideal solutions that have been applied to 
overcome it: 
7.1.1. Lack of E pericnce in Developing Huge y tern 
The main requirement for a developer when developing an overall y tern is the 
developer' level of expertise and experience in handling uch an enorrnou ta k. 
Initially, I fir t realiz d I had encountered 'Orne difficulty was when I hud to 
defin · th pr ject scop .. of the proposed ·'Y t m and how to uscertuin the logic 
fl w f the syst m, Furth nno , guth rin ha. I· inf mnution 'OI ly through the 
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Internet and from reference books does not guarantee you adequate information 
about the inner workings of MMS development. Therefore, in order to dov lop 
an overall system, we need to gather and acquire information from other rn an, 
of sources in order to fully understand and grasp the real concept of how a fully- 
developed system actually runs in the real environment. 
Through improvisation, I visited many on-line forums located throughout the 
Internet to find out additional information on how to develop a suitable 
infrastructure or framework for my MMS applications. In addition, I have also 
consulted my colleagues and seek their feedback on the proposed system that I 
intend to develop. 
7.1.2. Lack of Experience in Programming Languages 
As we can see in this particular system there are many programming languages 
that have been used in the implementation of the system. Despite the variou 
programming languages that have been coded into the proposed system, we had 
to make sure that they run perfectly for the d veloprnent of occer365 MM 
application, especially on the client side 
In Soccer365 MMS application I have implement d the following programming 
languages: 
>- 11 ML (I lyper Tc t Murk- p on iuag ) 
).- A P (Activ xv r Pa ) 
>-- Juv \ ' ript 
} v ript 
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For those who are particularly familiar with a11 the programming languages that 1 
have listed above, they may understand the pros and cons in u in thes 
programming languages. There are many aspects in which we have to cons id 'r 
and scrutinize. For example, we need to check the yntax examine it car fully 
with the variable and most importantly we must understand and hav an in-depth 
knowledge of the programming languages that is being used. 
I was able to overcome this problem simply because I have done some research 
on the basics necessities on the usage of the particular programming languages at 
hand. Jn addition, I have also carried out series of discussions with my projeot 
partner and colleagues on the usage of these programming languages and how it 
best fits into my system. 
7.1.3. Lack of Technique in Designing Interface 
This sub-system is designed specifically for the client side (user side). By not 
possessing the right skills and techniques, designing an interactive interface may 
prove to be a daunting task. I have to design a compelling and eye-catching we 
page so that prospected customers are instantly attracted and enc uraged to vi it 
my web page and to ee for themselve the ervices that I have to offer. 
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7 .1.4. Time Constraint 
I faced major time constraint to complete my project on time as I also need to 
concentrate on my final year examinations which will be around the corner. 
However, I believe that it is due to lack of experience rather than time con traint 
which has prompted me to come to the decision of reserving more time for the 
development of my proposed system 
Subsequently, I had to adjust and reschedule my time so that I am able to focus 
more attention on the development of my system. There was a particular period 
when I had to switch my time of between developing the system and preparing 
for the mid-term examinations. Only during the mid-semester holidays was I able 
to fully concentrate and increase my efforts on the development of the ystem as 
compared to the normal week days. 
7.2. STRENGTHS 
There are some advantages or strengths that can be found in my proposed system as 
compared to other existing systems. There are: 
7.2.1. Interesting Interfaces 
This particular system has an attractive interface design. rt ha been carefully 
de ign d so that u er are compelled lo vi it the particular w b puge straight 
away. h • menu function or' wry clear and •usy for th us •r to find und 
manag . 
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Overall, the interface of this system is good. It will definitely create a good 
impression on first-time users. The consistent design of each page will make tho 
navigation a stroll in the park. Hyperlinks in this web page re arrang d 
strategically and accordingly based on its purposes. These arrangements ar 
provided to facilitate supportive browsing. 
7.2.2. Free Download 
Easily the most unique feature of the SOCCER365 MMS application. Users are 
able to download many soccer-related animation, video, and wallpaper contents 
by the click of a mouse. Just press send on the emulator and then users are able 
enjoy their downloaded mobile content totally free of change. This concept is 
very similar to a user who downloads free ring tone screensaver and wallpaper 
images using mobiles phone or PDA. 
7.2.3 User Friendly and Easy to understand 
The functions that I have provided in this system are relatively easy to 
understand. It i carefully thought of in such a way that all it facilitates user 
browsing experience. This will inadvertently broaden the u er' under randing f 
this particular system and make navigation plain simple. Hence u er are able to 
download soccer-related mobile contents such as animation, video and wallpaper 
r lated without breaking a sweat. 
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7.2.4 Easy Administration Modules 
This system consists of an easy-to-manage administration module. With thi 
module, the administrator can easily add, edit and upload socccr-rclat d mobil 
contents. They can also find out or add information about certain car and their 
models. 
7.3. LIMITATIONS 
7.3.1. Security 
The password is vulnerable because it is not posted in encrypted format from the 
login form or when it is stored in the system databa e therefore, it is susceptible 
to attacks from hackers and crackers. 
7.3.2. No Rules and Regulation 
There are no rules and regulation applied to the propo ed ystem. Anyone who 
possesses a mobile phone that supports WAP and GPR can easily have acce s 
and attain the mobile contents within the system. 
7.3.3. No Database Backup 
There i no database backup crvice provided for thi particular syst m. his 
may reduce the integrity and the reliability of the occ tr 365 MM application in 
the long run when the database gets corrupted. 
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7.3.4. Limited Download Feature 
There is limited download feature. User are only able to download animati n 
video and wallpaper contents only. 
7.4. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
Jn this project, we have able to fulfill the user requirements and the 
functionalities of the system, but it can be further enhanced and become a more 
stable system. The following are some forms of enhancements that can be done 
to the system in the future: 
7.4.1. Increase the Security 
Facilitate the encryption and decryption process of sensitive data such a 
password. Password should be encrypted as it is send to server and stored in the 
database. 
7.4.2. Database Backup 
Backup the database periodically to increase the r liability and integrity of the 
data stored in the 0 ER365 MM application databa e. 
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7.4.3. Add More Download Features 
In the future, we could provide more download features such as ring tones now 
update and many more with regard to soccer. 
7.5. PROJECT CONCLUSION 
After strenuous months of developing the SOCCER365 MMS application, ( would say 
that most of the system's initial objectives have been met. The system requirements 
which clearly state the importance of such aspects such as functional requirement, non- 
functional requirement, software requirement and hardware requirement and also the 
methodology used have been fulfilled. 
The development of this particular system has given me counties benefits and provided 
me with many learning curves. I've gained invaluable experience and acquire new 
knowledge with regard to system development. urthermore, I've learned to use many 
tools that [ haven't had the opportunity to use before such a Macromedia Dreamweaver 
MX. Moreover, this particular project has provided me with a useful platform to harne 
and sharpen my programming skills and learn many ways to configure different types of 
supporting tools. For example, Nokia Mobile Internet Toolkit and the eries 60 DK. In 
essence, the important lessons which I have learnt and gathered over the e pa t few 
months will definitely enrich and prepare me for the challenging future ahead. 
Although the system ha been developed successfully, II mi tut ions still exl ts partly due 
to the timing con traint imp · ·d durin th • dev lopm ·nl phus . I truly b Ii v • thut the, 
limitations could be rv r .ornc if lutur · nh me m nt wcr to be mude, 
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APPENDIX A: 
INSTALLATION GUIDELINE 
1. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT: 
1. ardware requirement: 
Any WAP enabled Mobile Phone with MMS Services 
;... 500 MHz Intel Pentium and above. 
) 256 MB or more. 
65 000 col r or better display card. 
).- pcrating y tern Window 2000 above, and Window XP. 
ii. oftware requirement: 
).- Int xn t Information crvi ·- ll 7.0 • W icrver 
).- Mi ·ro. on A . ·s l 200 # I unbus I 
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)> Internet Explorer 6.0 - Web browser 
)> Microsoft FrontPage 2003 - I st code and interface editor 
)> Macromedia Dreamweaver MX - 2"d code and interface editor 
)> Adobe Photoshop 7.0 - Image Editor 
)> Microsoft Word 2003 - Thesis Documentation 
)> ASP 
2. GUIDELINE: 
i. Install Nokia Mobile I nternet Toolkit 
* You have to be a registered user to download this appllcatlon 
Download Nokia Mobile Internet T olkit. 
ht 1p:l/ll'll'H'fom111.11ok ia. com 
)> Extract NMIT 41 to a local directory and run install.exe 
)> Key in your forum Nokia user' ID and the serial number of the 
applicati n. You can obtain the erial number by requc ting it from 
Nokia. 
After the installation process is completed go t Start »Alt Program 
> Nokia Developer Tool s> Nokia Mobile Internet Toolkit > NMIT 
4.1 to run the appl ication. 
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n. Install Series 60 Content Authoring SOK 1.0.6 
~ Download Series 60 Content Authoring SOK 1.0.6 
htta:llwww.forum.nokia.com 
~ Run S60v106_Install and install it in your local directory. 
iii. Send MMS messages 
Nokia Mobile Internet Toolkit, 
Click on File ~New ~Messaging -) MMS Message. 
Add your part list at the bottom-left corner of the creen and then 
click on 'Push . Before you do this, make sure that your Series 60 
Content Authoring SDK 1.0.6 is running. On the other hand, y u can 
al o initiate the Serles 60 Content Authoring SDK 1.0.6 through the 
NMIT's SDK Panel'. 
Your erie 60 Content Authoring K 1.0.6 will then receive the 
content that you have just ent. 
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iv. Open Soccer365 MMS application 
~ Make sure your files are saved at your local ervcr. 
Soccer365 
Example: C:\Jnetpub\wwwroot\Soccer 365 
~ To access the Soccer365.com main page, key in the following address in 
the URL 
Example: '1llp:l//ocaflwst/Soccer36S 
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APPENDIXB: 
SOURCE CODES 
1. HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) · 
Main Paee - constructed by using inline frames. Three files were combined to form the 
main page. Those files are default.asp, default_menu.asp and mobile 1.asp. Here, I will 
only highlight the essential codes that were needed to achieve this. 
Default.asp 
<table width="778" cellpadding="O" cell pacing=" "> 
<tr><td nlign="c nter"> 
<!--main page+-> 
<tu t , width ''784" ··lip rd tin 1 "0'' lisp 1 in "0" all 11 " • ·nt r" 
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<tr><td width="782"> 
<table width=" 100%" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<!--logo and nav--> 
<td width="453" height="159" align="left"> 
<table width="85%" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" bordercolor="#FFFFFF"> 
<tr> 
<td width="4">&nbsp; <ltd> 
<td colspan="3"><img src="images/banner.gif'' width="360" height="72"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr><td>&nbsp;</td> 
<td width=" 126" b rdercolo -"#FFF FF"><div align=t'ccnter"> 
<span style="text-transform: uppercase"> 
<font colo -''# ·F ' '' ize="4" face='Verdana"> 
<a target=''main" href.,_"animation.asp"> 
< pan styl -"text-decoration: none"><font 
colo -"#.FF , ">animation</f n </span></a></fi n </span></div></td> 
<td width=" 127" borderc lo -"#F F · F"><div align="ccnter"> 
<span tyle="text-transform: upperca e"> 
<font col -"#FFFFFF" size="4" face="Verdana"> 
<a href "video.a p"> 
'pan styl "t xt-d • .oration: non ">"font 
c Ior "lfl+ FFI· F">vid o</f nt </8pm1 -r] liv :::ltd 
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<td width="l26"><div align="center"><span style="text-transform: uppercase"> 
<font color="#FFFFF "size="4" face='Verdana"> 
<a href="wallpaper.asp"> 
<span style="text-decoration: none"><font 
color="#FFFFFF">wallpaper</font></span></a></fon </span></div></td> 
</tr> 
</table></td> 
Default menu.asR 
<table width= 140 id="table2"><tr><td> 
< cript language="Java cript"> 
var Link= new Arrayt); 
Link[OJ = "Ojlnfo"; 
Link[ I) = "1 jClublhttp://champion . fanta y- 
manager.co.uk/stat .aspx?page=team earch]"; 
ink[2] = "l jPlayerlhttp://champions.fantasy- 
manager.eo.uk/stat .a px?page=player carch]''; 
inkf3] = "OjAcce jhttp://j"· 
ink[4) ="I jAdminllogin.aspl"· 
ink[S] - "OjBo .k To Main": 
ink[ ] - ''I !Buck T Moinjrnobil I .usp]"; 
tartup 0 · 
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</script> 
</td> </tr> </table> 
Mobilel.asp 
<table width="566" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2" borde -"0" id="table4"> 
<tr><td colspan="3" align="left" height=" I O"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr><td colspan="3" align="left"><p class="white style I style6"><b> 
<font coloc="#FFFFFF" face="Yerdana">Some of the WALLPAPERS on 
offer:</font></b> </p></td> 
</tr><tr> 
<td colspan="3" align="left" height="8"></td> 
</tr><tr> 
<td width=" 182" align="cenler'' valign="top" height=" I 46"><img 
src="images/anti_leeds.gif' width=" 177" height=" 142"></td> 
<td width=" 179" align="ccnter" valign="top" hcight=" 146"><img rc=vimage /dart.gif" 
width=" 177" heigh -" 142"></td> 
<td width=" 186" align="center" val ign="top" height=" 14 "><img 
r ="image s/Mi k ·y_Mousc. rif" width "177" h iigh] "142"></td> 
<hs> 
-e/tablc 
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<table width="559" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2" border="O" id="table6"> 
<tr><td colspan="4" align="left" height="25"><p class=vwhite style6 style I "><b> 
<font face="Verdana" color="#FFFFFF">Some of the 
ANIMATIONS on offer: </font></b> </p></td> 
</tr> 
<tr><td colspan="4" align="left" height="8"></td> 
</tr><tr> 
<td width="O" align="center" valign="top"><br></td> 
<td width="205" align="center" valign="top"><img src=vlmages/sf.gif" width=" 148" 
height=" 144"></td> 
<td width=" 184" align="centcr" valign="t p"><img 
width=" 181" height=" 148"></td> 
<td width=" 139" align="center" valign="top"><img rc=t'imeges/Tropheca.gif" 
rc="image I occer05.gir' 
width="69" height=" 123 "></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
<table width="93%" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2" id="table7"> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 8%" align "center" valign "top"> 
<tabte width "57 " '·llpuddin "2" 11 pacin " ... " bord 1 "0" id "tabl ·8" 
tr> 
<ld col 'pun "2" ali n "I ·fl'' "p lnss "whit st I I styl · 1" •· h 
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<font face="Verdana" color="#FFFFFF">Some of the VlDE 
on offer:</font></b> </p></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" height=" 13"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="279" al ign="center" valign=vtop'' height="245"><font 
face=Verdane''> 
<object id=11objMovie611 classid=vclsid: 
0020AFBBCCFA" height=112 l 011 width=1124011> 
DAA03-8B 4-11 cf-B84B- 
<pararn name=11controls11 value="lmagcWind w ontrolPanel"> 
<param name=11autostart" value="- I 11> 
<pararn name=" R 11 valuc="file:// :\Jnelpub\wwwroot\my occcr\video\ronaldo.3gp" 
ref> 
<param name=11SHUF • "value='O"> 
<param name=11PR F T H" value=I'O''> 
<param name="N LAB L "value="011> 
11 P" va lue=110"> <param name= 
<pararn nam -11N M OOP" value="O"> 
<param nam 
''MA. 1·Nl'AINA P · T" vulu ''0"> <param nnm ' 
<pararn name "J3A R Nl ' I OR'' vulu · "//000000" 
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<embed src="http://play.rbn.com/?ur1=cspan/g2cspan/live/cspan 1- 
g2.rm&proto=rtsp&plugin=J ?embed" type="audio/x-pn-realaudio-plugin" height=" 180" 
width="240" controls="ImageWindow" console=" .... master" autostart=vtrue" 
name="objMovie6"><br><embed 
src="http://play.rbn.com/?url=cspan/g2cspan/live/cspan 1- 
g2.rm&proto=rtsp&plugin=l ?embed" type="audio/x-pn-rcalaudio-plugin" height="30" 
width="240" controls="ControlPanel" console="_master" autostart="true"> 
</object> 
</font></td> 
<td width="280" align="center" valign="top" heigh -"245"><font 
facc="Verdana"> 
<object id="objMovie4" clas id="clsid: DAA03-8B 4-1 lcf-B84B- 
0020AFBB FA" height="210" width="240"> 
<pararn name="controls" value="lmageWindow ontrolPanel"> 
" t tart" valu -"-'I"> <param name= au . 
<param name=" R " valuc="file:// :\lnetpub\wwwr ot\my ccer\video\rivaldo.3gp" 
ref> 
" H F " value="O"> <param name= • 
H" value="O"> 
<pararn nam ' P11 valu · "O" 
"N M parmn nam · P" ulu · "O" 
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<param name="MAINTAINASPECT" value="O"> 
<param name="BACKGROUNDCOLOR" value="#OOOOOO"> 
<embed src="http://play.rbn.com/?url=cspan/g2cspan/live/c pan 1- 
g2.rm&proto=rtsp&plugin= I ?embed" type="audio/x-pn-rcalaudio-plugin" h ight=" t 80" 
width="240" controls="lmage Window" console="_ master" autostart="true" 
name="objMovie4"><br><embed 
src="http://play.rbn.com/?url=cspan/g2cspan/live/cspan I- 
g2.rm&proto=rtsp&plugin= l ?embed" type="audio/x-pn-realaudio-plugin" height="30" 
width="240" controls="ControlPanel" console="_master" autostart="true"> 
</object> 
</font> 
</td></tr> 
</table> 
</td></tr> 
</table> 
2. SQL SCRIPT 
Connection 
<% 
et onn = erver. reateObject("AOODB. onnection") 
onn tring =" RIV R= Micro ofl Access river (*.mdb)}·" 
1111 iring - nn tring "DB " & rv r.MupPath("db\mms.mdb") 
p n( onn iring) 
% 
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User Session 
<%Dim Apples 
Set Apples= Server.CreateObjcct("ADODB. onncction") 
ConnStr = "Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OL DB.4.0;" & _ 
"Data Source=" & Server.MapPath("db\mms.mdb") & ";" & 
"Persist Security Jnfo=False" 
Apples.Open(ConnStr) 
SQLtemp = "SELECT * FROM akaun_pengguna WH R name = '" & 
Request.form("login") & '"" 
Set rs =Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
rs.Open SQLtemp,Apples,3,3 
while not rs.eof 
dim username 
username = rs("name") 
response.cookies("pas es")= u ername 
(f Request.Form("login") = trim(r ("name")) AN 
Reque t.Form(''pa word")= trim(r ("pas word")) Then 
e sion.Contents("tahap") = r ("tahap") 
Session. ontents("id") = r ("no_pengguna") 
ession("allow") = True 
Re pon e.redirect("response.a p") 
lse 
Response.redirect("login.asp?msg="&" ogin+Has Been+ nsucce full") 
'Re p nse.redirect("I gin.a p") 
ndlf 
r .MoveNcxt 
Wend 
n rr r 
Re ponsc.r ·dirccl("I iin.a p?m 'g-" " 
' n rror Re pon e.redir ·ct("I gln.a p") 
r. lo e 
Apples. .losc 
~ ·t Appl · Nothin 
% 
I la' Been 
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Get Data From Database 
<% 
Set Conn= Server.CreateObject("ADODB. nnection") 
Connstring = "DRJVER={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};" 
Connstring = Connstring & "DBQ=" & Server.MapPath("db\MM .mdb") 
Conn.Open(Connstring) 
Set rs= Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
sql = "Select * From [Wallpapers] where [dataid] = " &request.qucrystring("id") 
&"" 
rs.Open sql, Conn, 3, 3 
IfNot rs.EofThen 
dataid=rs.Fields("dataid") 
data I =rs.Fields("code") 
data2=rs.Fields("info") 
data3=rs.Fields("url") 
'data4=rs. Fields(" data4 ") 
nd If 
%> 
3. JAVA Scripts 
Alert Messae:e 
Enter: usememe .Pessword 
< cript language="Java cript"> 
<!-- 
functi n .heck 
var ·rr_tn' ' ms rstrin 1, ·rr; 
crr_m g =" ·nt .r : "; 
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msgstring = ""; 
err= false; 
if (document.form 1.elements.username.value = "" ) 
{ 
err= true; 
msgstring = "Username"; 
} 
if (document.form I .elements.password.value== "" ) 
{ 
if ( err= false ) 
{ 
err= true; 
msgstring = "password"; 
} 
Else 
{ 
msgstring = msgstring + " .Pas word "; 
} 
} 
if ( err == true ) 
{ 
alert(err_msg + msgstring); 
}else 
{ 
var error =" "; 
if (errors!="") { 
alert( err r ); 
return fal c; 
} 
~ lse 
{ 
document.form I.action= "I gin l.a p"; 
document.form I .submiu ; 
} 
} 
} 
functi n back( { 
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history. backt); 
} 
//--> 
</script> 
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Soccer365.com User Manual 
Figure 1: Soccer365.com Main Page 
Description of • Igure I: 
On the left side column of the page, there is a drop down list where u er arc able to 
access links to particular page within the website. These links con ists of: 
• Info - which can be divided into two sub-menus; Club and Player info, that link 
to a particular soccer web itc. 
Club cnll L th name of fumous soc 'er clubs thut i ts within the soccer world. 
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On the other hand, Player entails details on famous soccer players that ply their 
trade with their respective clubs. 
• Access - restricted to administrator use only. 
• Back to Main - back to main page. 
Below the Soccer365.com banner are three separate links to animation, video and 
wallpaper pages of the website. When actions such as adding, deleting or editing contents 
of the Soccer365.com database is performed, albeit by the administrator, these pages will 
be updated instantly to provide users with the latest mobile contents. 
l~otcPl)(o'J<Olll . · • ''"" ·'- - '".. .~~; 
F'ii;ur 2: Anhnntion Pn"c 
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The animation page consists of all animation mobile contents that are stored within the 
database. These contents are automatically generated form the database. 
Info· • 
llrlp , , • 
Ace en • 
~ 
ll.n1 k I 11 ""'•"' • 
Figure 3: Preview function (Animation) 
When you click on the 'Preview' butt n you are able to view the mobile cont nt a if it 
wa displayed n am bile phone. Well in thi particular, the Nokia eric O mobile 
phone. The 'Preview' button also work in imilar fa hion when the video and wallpaper 
page are acces ed. 
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Figure 4: Video Page 
Figure 5: Wallpaper Page 
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l SOllCI 36~ com , , • ~1 X~ 
IJ • 
Info •. ~· .• , : 
tfrl11 . • ••. 
At',.~, , • . 
11~1 k 1 n "'"'" ' . 
.l!ILDono=~----------------------------------- lo1'4,.,,.~ 
Figure 6: Preview function (Wallpaper) 
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Alo Edt View Favorbs loals Holp . ; Soerch 'J • ~ J. 
111!0 ~' ": ' 
H!·l11 , · , ' 
~(I!"'•" • ,.~ ... , •• f' 
l~tt• k Io ~t"1!(t' :;~ _ .:. 
U8IR II) 
PA~ 
send Reset 
Copyl•nt.r O 2000 ~h•lur <•nteu ku•tnd. 
1 .. t vl•w•d "~~ • tuolutlon of 10,4,, 761 utln9 lnt•rnet bpli:u•t a.o •nd •ha .... 
ror f••db•tk •nd •nQvlr•t J>l••u lUl'lt•rt I 
FIGURE 7: Administrator Login 
Description of Figure 2: 
• Enter User ID and pa sword. 
• The password must be the valid. 
• Click log in to enter the administrator page. 
• xample : 
er ID: admln 
Pa w rd: admln 
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lj • ~ J 
lufu:, , ., • , • 
~il·l11~ •. " > ' ,, • "'"' 
A111· .. •~"._,, .. ,._ .. .,,1•'\',, 
~ 
f~:" k To ~1;!1~1 ~ ~~ ~'']'; 
AOMINISTRA TOR'S PAGL 
Info Add Animation Add Wallpaper Add Video AnlmoUon W•llP••n vldao 
Cdlt Data Lo9out 
Welcome to Soccer36S. 
Copyc.•l'ftu • 200'5 ~.helnt c.•tl'\•tt lltu•rv•cf. 
hit •••w•d wtth • ,.,olut;on of 1034 1t 1H u•thO lnt•m.t hcplo,., c.!S .,1J •bowe. 
f'or fudbatk end •nquir.1 "' .. •• c.onl•tt 1 
t]Oono 
Figure 8: Administrator's Page 
Figure 3 entails information on as follows: 
1. Add animation - Add animation data to the database. 
2. Add wallpaper-Add wallpaper data to the databa e. 
3. Add video - Add video data to the database. 
4. Animation table - View animation table. Jn formation such as data ID, code and 
info are displayed. 
5. Wallpaper table - View wallpap r table. lnformution uch as data I code and 
info are di played. 
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6. Video table - View video table. Information such as data lD, code, and info are 
displayed. 
7. Edit data - Perform editing and deleting actions to current data that resides in th 
database. 
8. Logout- Exit administrator's page. 
}Souf'1f6'J,0111 ' · ' ' , ..,~" j~_.J....,• ..... .._ .,,, • '• ,..,~·.-, .~ 
ADD ANlMA TlON 
Info Add Anlnta1Uon Add W•llP•pitr Add ¥1d•o Anlftt•U•n WaJlpflp•r" V•dtu, 
4h O•t• tooout 
Browe 
(01.1~1.ent•r e 2UOU K.f'lalr•r <.eM•r• lt.. .. rnd. •••t •l•nd .~th• , .. ol\ltlon of 102'4 ~ 7tt v••ne "''•in4'\ l•plo1•r 0.1) •nd tboo. 
f"or (udbet.k •f'ld ·~uh., th•••t c.~Mht I 
Figure 9: Add Animation 
Figure 4 entails information on a foll w : 
I. ode - .... nter c de for dat a id ntificatlon. 
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2. Information - Enter the name you intend to associate the animation with. 
Boy Kicking Ball. 
3. Browse - Choose the respective animation you want to add into the database. 
Boy_ kicking_ ball.gif 
4. Back - Go to previous page that you have visited. 
5. Cancel - Abort. 
6. Save - Store new information inside the database. 
hltp1/ /IOYl>o<t I 8 J /rny5o<C• / ,.----,...., 
AUD ANIMATION 
lnla Add Anlmatlan Ad41 Wallp-r Ad<I Yhlaa AnlMatlon ltMH W•llpa,.., ltetuo ¥Idea tetuo 
•tt D••• Laoaut 
Ctttt•••M•r. 1009 l(ht11er tenffttt ,_ettrwed 
.... \'t .. td wl\tt • ••t"4utton •' 1014 • 7'11.nln9 h1l•"'4tt f•Stlot•' O.!S ..,d •bo .. e. 
ro, fe•db•"' end •"4'ollr., pletH HM•d 1 
igurc J 0: Anhnatlon content hns been add •d Into dutabu c 
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After you have added your preferred animation content, a message will appear on tho 
screen stating that your animation content has been stored into the occcr 65.com 
database. A similar message will also appear when you add wallpaper and vid 
contents into the database. 
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Figure 5 entails inf rmation n a follows: 
I. ode - .:.ntcr c de for data identific ni n. 
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2. Information - Enter the name you intend to associate the wallpaper with. .g. 
Cristiano Ronaldo. 
3. Browse - Choose the respective wallpaper you want to add into the databa c. ~ .g. 
Cristiano _Ronaldo.jpeg 
4. Back- Go to previous page that you have visited. 
5. Cancel - Abort. 
6. Save - Store your wallpaper inside the database. 
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Figure 12: Add Video 
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Figure 6 entails information on as follows: 
7. Code - Enter code for data identification. 
8. Information - Enter the name you intend to associate the video with. .g. 
Ronaldo scores. 
9. Browse - Choose the respective video you want to add into the database. E.g. 
Ronaldo.3gpp (Jgpp format supported only) 
I 0. Back - Go back to previous page that you have visited. 
11. Cancel - Abort. 
12. Save - Store your video inside the database. 
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Figure 14: Animation Table 
Figure 7 entails information on as follows: 
l. Data ID - Automatically generated by the databa ·e. 
2. Code - Identification code provided by the administrator. 
3. Info. - Name of data stored in the database. 
4. More - Additional info on a particular animation ( cc Fl ure 8). 
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Figure 15: Animation Info 
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Once you have entered the desired content, whether it may be animation, wallpaper or 
video, you can then see the data information on that particular content thr ugh the 
'MORE INFO' link. Un
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Figure 16: Wallpaper Table 
Operation is similar to that of the Animation Table (See Figure 7). 
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Figure 17: Video Table 
Operation is similar to that of the Animation Table (See Figure 7). 
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Figure 18: Video Info 
The administrator of this particular system is able to view a video clip of the video once 
he or she has added that particular video into the databa e. This can b achieved by 
clicking on the 'MORE INFO' link. Un
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Figure 19: Edit Data 
Edit Data provides the administrator with an overall look of all data that has been stored 
inside the database. All mobile contents such as animation, video and wallpaper can be 
edited or from this page. Un
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Figure 20: Edit Function 
When you click on 'Edit', you will be directed to the 'Edit Animation' page where you 
can choose to rename the content or choose another animation to replace the current one 
with. Un
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Figure 21: Record update 
After you have edited your preferred content, you will then be directed back to the ' dit 
Data' page. A message will then appear stating that your databa e record ha been 
updated. This editing process also applies with the video and wallpaper content . Un
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Figure: Delete Function 
When you click on 'Delete', a window prompt will request whether you want to proceed 
with the deletion or abort it. 
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